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STRONG VOICE 

CAPITOL FORUM
     Lawmakers from across the country convened in Washington, D.C., in 
December for NCSL’s 2016 Capitol Forum to discuss the elections and press-
ing state- federal issues. Legislators also met with their federal counterparts 
on Capitol Hill during Lobby Day. Above, Massachusetts Representatives (from 
left) Alice Peisch, Jay Kaufman, Angelo Puppolo and Tom Stanley, along with 
NCSL staff Richard Cauchi and Margaret Wile, shared their concerns about 
health care and other state issues with fellow Bay Stater, U.S. Senator Elizabeth 
Warren (third from the left). 

SUPPORT
NCSL & You

Welcome to NCSL! All legislators 
and legislative staff are 

automatically members of NCSL. 
We are your organization, and 

for more than four decades, we 
have been committed to your 

success. Turn to us for unbiased, 
comprehensive research, the 
newest and best state policy 

ideas and solutions, insight into 
state-federal action and the most 

knowledgeable policy experts 
anywhere. For more information, 
visit www.ncsl.org/members or 

email getinvolved@ncsl.org. 

NCSL BY THE 
NUMBERS

43
Years NCSL has been serving 

state legislatures

7,383
State legislators

30,000
State legislative staff

5,000
Attendees at NCSL’s 2016 

Legislative Summit, the largest 
annual gathering of legislators 

and staff in the country

59 
NCSL liaisons to the states and 

territories

53
Webinars NCSL conducted in 

2016

50
Reports NCSL publishes each 

year on top topics

2
NCSL offices 

(Denver and Washington, D.C.)

NCSL 
EXPERTISE

SHORT TAKES ON NCSL NEWS

“We don’t run 
one presidential 
election; we run 
51.”
Daniel Diorio 
on the nature of 

decentralized elections in the 
U.S. in The Washington Post.
 

President Donald 
Trump has already 
shown support 
for state taxation 
of remote sales, 
which gives 

advocates some hope.
Neal Osten in Bloomberg BNA.

“Lawmakers used 
a lot of time and 
effort in Congress 
to write the Every 
Student Succeeds 
Act.”

Michelle Exstrom in a Chalkbeat 
article about whether 
federal education priorities 
would change in the Trump 
administration.

Four members of Congress 
who championed the new Every 

Student Succeeds Act were 
honored with NCSL’s Restoring 
the Balance Award at the 2016 

Capitol Forum. The award honors 
national officials who recognize 

the critical role that state 
governments, and in particular 

state legislatures, play in the 
federal system. Accepting the 

award from NCSL President-elect 
and South Dakota Senator Deb 
Peters were U.S. Senator Lamar 

Alexander (R-Tenn., above right) 
and U.S. Representative Bobby 

Scott (D-Va.). Other winners 
were U.S. Senator Patty Murray 

(D-Wash.) and U.S. Representative 
John Kline (R-Minn.). Visit ncsl.org/

magazine to view past winners.

ENERGY EXPERTISE
    From left, West Virginia Delegate 
Mark Zatezalo, Washington Senator 
Dean Takko, and Montana Senators 
Sue Malek and Cynthia Wolken 
work on an electricity procurement 
simulation at the Legislative Energy 
Horizon Institute. The executive 
certification program for state and 
provincial legislators was hosted 
by NCSL’s Energy Program, the 
Pacific NorthWest Economic 
Region, the University of Idaho, the 
U.S. Department of Energy and the 
Government of Canada.
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NCSL Stands With You

D
uring the coming months, you 
will face some of the toughest 
challenges and greatest uncer-
tainty in decades. The initiatives 

from the new Trump administration are 
likely to change the course and direction of 
our country, and many of them will have a 
great impact on how the states do business. 

The Medicaid program could change sig-
nificantly if block grants are substituted for 
direct federal funding. This may give states 
great latitude for innovation, but will also 
require thoughtful deliberation on the best 
approach for each state. If the Affordable 
Care Act is dismantled and replaced, what 
form that takes will have a huge impact on 
how states deliver health care. Tax reform 
for corporations and individuals will affect 
state revenues and require adjustments in 
state tax laws. The federal government’s 
role in education—both in funding and 
in mandates—may change significantly. 
Investing in our infrastructure, one of Pres-

ident Trump’s key campaign issues, could 
potentially create jobs, but where all the 
funding will come from is still unclear.

Federal action in these and other areas 
will present both uncertainty and oppor-
tunity to state legislatures and to state 
finances. More than ever, state legislatures 
will be the key architects of American 
domestic policy.

As with any new administration, the 
promises made during the campaign may 
be more difficult to keep when the propos-
als go to Congress. But it is safe to say that 
you have enormous responsibilities in the 
months and years to come.

We at NCSL stand with you. We will 
offer you unparalleled assistance over the 
next two years in every area you need it. We 
will send our staff experts into your state to 
discuss the intricacies of federal initiatives, 
and the potential ways states can craft leg-
islation to meet the changes and mandates. 
We will supply you with unbiased research, 

information and expertise on the complex 
issues you will address. We will schedule 
special briefings by phone and in person 
as the needs become apparent, and we will 
conduct specialized meetings across the 
country on issues of critical importance.

NCSL is your organization. We are com-
mitted to your success, and we will support 
your efforts in every way we can. The con-
tributions you make to American democ-
racy cannot be overstated. Through NCSL, 
you are part of the community of all state 
legislators—Republicans and Democrats—
as well as legislative staff from across the 
country. Call me or write to me with ques-
tions or concerns. NCSL is here for you.

—William T. Pound

From NCSL’s Executive Director William T. Pound

OUR  
AMERICAN  
STATES

OUR  
AMERICAN  
STATES

A New Podcast from NCSL
Coming February 2017

Our American States is where you hear compelling conversations that tell the story of America’s state 
legislatures, the people in them, the politics that compel them, and the important work of democracy.

www.ncsl.org/podcast
Available on 
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TRENDS

No Worry Finances

M
ore than half of Americans worry about their 
personal finances. In a recent survey conducted by 
The Pew Charitable Trusts, respondents said they are 
concerned about not having enough money to cover 

regular expenses, let alone enough to pay off their student debt 
and save for retirement and emergencies. A wave of recent laws 
on financial education and lending practices, among other topics, 
indicate legislators are concerned about the financial well-being 
of their constituents as well. New technology may be part of the 
solution to helping Americans better manage their finances.  

The Federal Reserve has researched Americans’ personal finan-
cial security for years, and now suggests that the past and current 
focus on family income levels should be widened to include all three 
components of a family balance sheet: income, expenses and wealth. 

To understand who is better off and why, the Federal Reserve 
argues, it’s more useful to know not only what Americans earn, but 
also how much they spend, how much they save and how much they 
owe. Analyzing this information along with other demographics, 
such as age and race, can produce a more accurate snapshot of a 
family’s financial well-being or a sub-population’s income inequal-
ity, leading to more effective efforts in helping all families achieve 
financial independence. And this is where technology can help.

The Financial Solutions Lab—a $30 million, five- year initia-
tive—encourages fintech businesses (the growing sector of compa-

nies and nonprofits that integrate technology into financial services) 
to identify, test and expand promising innovative technology to 
help Americans, especially those with low- to moderate-incomes, 
increase their savings, improve their credit scores and build their 
financial assets. The project is directed by the Center for Financial 
Services Innovation and funded by JP Morgan Chase & Co.

Last year, 356 private fintech firms and nonprofits submitted 
products in the second annual competition sponsored by the lab 
that awards winners based on their ability to improve consumers’ 
financial health. A sample of the nine winners includes:
•  Albert, a mobile app that gives users a financial health score, 
practical advice a nd steps to take to improve personal finances. 
Albert integrates the services of financial institutions—banks, 
lenders and insurers —into the app, making it easy to use. 
• eCreditHero, a website that can help some of the 108 million 
consumers limited by their bad credit scores fix their ratings for free. 
• Remedy, a service that resolves medical bill errors and 
overcharges directly with providers, making it easy for patients to 
pay the correct balance online and saving the average family more 
than $1,000 a year. 
 Each winning company receives several benefits, including 
networking opportunities, advisory assistance to grow and scale 
their business and $250,000 in capital. 

—Mary Fairchild

M
ore than 6.8 million 
Americans aged 65 or older 
report they have been “taken 
advantage of financially in 

terms of an inappropriate investment, 
unreasonably high fees for financial 
services, or outright fraud,” according to 
a recent Investor Protection Trust survey. 
Financial crimes and exploitation can 
involve the illegal or improper use of a 
senior citizen’s funds, property or assets, 
as well as fraud or identity theft.

Although there are no exact statistics 
on how often financial crimes against the 
elderly occur, it is widely believed to be 
underreported by the victims. One study 
published by MetLife Mature Market 
Institute in 2011 estimated the financial 
loss by elderly victims exceeded $2.9 bil-
lion annually.

In 37 states, the District of Columbia 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, lawmakers 

have enacted criminal penalties to combat 
financial exploitation, fraud, identity theft 
and embezzlement against the elderly and 
other vulnerable populations. Across the 
nation, 130 bills were introduced in 2016, 
up from 89 in 2014.

Twenty-five states have a specific crime 
of financial exploitation in their statutes. 
For example, in Idaho it’s a misdemeanor 
to exploit a vulnerable adult if the mon-
etary damages are under $1,000. But, if 
it’s more than that, the crime becomes a 
felony and the penalty jumps to imprison-
ment for up to 10 years and a fine up to 
$25,000. In Vermont, the break point is at 
$500—under that amount, it’s 18 months 
in prison and a fine of up to $10,000, or 
both. If it’s more than $500, the imprison-
ment time jumps to 10 years.

Nine states, the District of Columbia 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands “enhance” the 
sentences for identity theft crimes when 

they are committed against senior citizens. 
And 10 states and the District of Colum-
bia have theft or larceny provisions if the 
victim is a senior citizen or vulnerable 
adult. 

Legislators will be watching. As the 
population ages, it’s likely that crimes such 
as these will too. 

—Heather Morton

Exploitation of the Elderly
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TRENDS

School Choice Gets a Boost

P
rivate school choice is alive and well. 
Betsy DeVos, the new Secretary 
of Education, has been a vocal 
advocate for school choice in her 

home state of Michigan, and some anticipate 
she may promote a voucher program and tax 
credit at the federal level as well.

Twenty-seven states have passed leg-
islation supporting at least one approach 
to private school choice, and it looks like 
those options will continue to be debated 
in statehouses around the country. Four-
teen states plus the District of Columbia 
have specifically established traditional 
school voucher programs. State-funded 
vouchers are like scholarships that pay 
qualifying private schools for the students’ 
education. 

Legislatures establish the minimum 
standards the private schools must meet 
and decide which group of students will be 
eligible. States vary in their approaches, 
but often, vouchers are intended for stu-
dents from low-income families or those 
attending failing schools, or who have 
disabilities. 

State support going to private schools 
is not a new practice. Maine and Vermont 
for nearly 140 years have been providing 
public funding to private schools for rural 
students with no public school nearby. 
Modern efforts to start a voucher pro-
gram have met more resistance, however. 

Proponents argue that parents know 
what’s best for their children and that 
they, not the government, should be 
making their kids’ educational decisions. 
They believe vouchers create a healthy 
competition among schools that will lead 
to higher student achievement and lower 
educational costs. Opponents don’t see 
it that way. They argue that a handful of 
students leaving with vouchers cuts fund-
ing to the school but does little to cut the 
fixed costs of running a school. 

In addition, when private schools are 
religious, as they often are, some question 
whether the vouchers are violating the 
Constitution’s call for the separation of 
church and state. 

 Research on whether vouchers have 
done what they were meant to do hasn’t 

cleared up the issue. When compared to 
similar public school students, low income 
and minority students who receive vouch-
ers have shown some gains in test scores, 
but in general, students performed at the 
same level on reading and math assess-
ments whether they had a voucher or not, 
according to the Center on Education Pol-
icy’s review of school voucher research.

Other research has found voucher 
recipients are more likely to graduate from 
high school than their public school coun-

terparts. In addition, studies show that 
low-performing schools facing a potential 
loss of students to vouchers showed some 
improvement as well, although the reason 
why is unclear.

Parents of voucher students aren’t con-
cerned only with academics, however. They 
also want to be able to choose a safe and 
supportive atmosphere for their children.

Generally, courts have sided with 
vouchers, and in 2002, the Supreme Court 
upheld Ohio’s voucher program, 5-4, in 
Zelman v. Simmons-Harris.

When the Education secretary was 
announced, she was applauded by school 
choice advocates. Jeb Bush called her                                                                               
an “outstanding pick.” She will be a “pas-
sionate change agent to press for a new 
education vision,” he told The New York 
Times. Public school advocates, on the 
other hand, were concerned. The president 
of the American Federation of Teachers, 
according to the Times, called her “the 
most ideological, anti-public education 
nominee” since her position was created 
in the White House cabinet more than 40 
years ago.

—Josh Cunningham

 RI
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 States that passed private school choice bills last year
 States that had bills introduced
 No legislation introduced

2016 Action on Private School Choice
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NEWSMAKERS NEWSMAKERS

“These are the experts, so 
we asked them to bring us 

their thoughts.”
Oregon Representative Caddy McKeown (D) 

on the state Transportation Commission’s 

recommendation to increase spending by $574 

million a year to upgrade roads and bridges, in the 

Portland Tribune.

KANSAS SENATOR SUSAN WAGLE (R) WON A SECOND TERM AS THE CHAMBER’S PRESIDENT, and Senator 

Jim Denning (R) is the new majority leader. The Kansas House elected Representative Ron Ryckman (R) to be the 

new speaker. Representative Don Hineman (R) is the new majority leader. Paje Resner, who before the election was 

communications director for Wagle, has moved across the rotunda to serve as chief of staff to Ryckman.

IN IDAHO, REPUBLICANS RE-ELECTED THEIR TOP 
LEADERS. Representative Scott Bedke (R) will continue 

as speaker for a third term, and Senator Brent Hill (R) 

remains as Senate president for a fourth term.

ASHLEY KEHL IS THE NEW CHIEF OF STAFF FOR OKLAHOMA SENATE 
PRESIDENT PRO TEM MIKE SCHULZ (R). Kehl, a former political 

consultant, replaces Jonathan Nichols, who resigned to work for the 

University of Oklahoma as vice president of government relations.

  

“It should be easy to 
vote. It should not be 

easy to cheat.” 
Michigan Representative Lisa Lyons (R) 

on her proposals to require voters to 

present ID cards, on mlive.com.

  

“We’re going to make it a 
felony of the third degree 

if you do it.”
Ohio Senator Bill Seitz (R) on his bill to ban 

assisted suicide, on Cleveland.com.

 

“I see an opportunity for 
us to be able to market 
Missouri as a corporate

tax-free state.”
Representative Will Kraus (R) on his proposal to 

phase out the state’s corporate income tax, in 

the Kansas City Star.
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NORTH CAROLINA SENATOR PHIL BERGER 
(R) WAS ELECTED TO A FOURTH TERM as 

Senate president pro tem. Representative Tim 

Moore (R) is in his second term as speaker of the 

North Carolina Assembly. He was the youngest 

lawmaker to assume the speakership when the 

Assembly elected him in 2015. They both lead 

supermajorities. 

IN WEST VIRGINIA, SENATOR MITCH CARMICHAEL (R) IS THE 
NEW SENATE PRESIDENT in the chamber the GOP dominates 

22-12. Delegate Tim Armstead (R) is returning as speaker of the 

House for his second term.

REPRESENTATIVE JAY LUCAS (R) WAS ELECTED FOR A SECOND 
TERM AS SPEAKER of the South Carolina House. In the Senate, Hugh 

Leatherman (R) will serve a second term as Senate president pro 

tem. But if Governor Nikki Haley is confirmed as ambassador to the 

United Nations and the lieutenant governor assumes the role of chief 

executive, the state constitution currently calls for the pro tem to 

become lieutenant governor. Leatherman, however, has indicated that 

he is not interested in serving in the largely ceremonial position. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE LAWMAKERS 
RETURNED THEIR TWO TOP 
LEADERS TO THEIR RESPECTIVE 
POSTS. Shawn Jasper continues as 

speaker of the House, and Chuck 

Morse returns as Senate president. 

Both are Republicans.

MITZI JOHNSON (D) IS VERMONT’S NEW 
HOUSE SPEAKER. She succeeds eight-

term speaker Shap Smith, who did not seek 

re-election. Johnson was appropriations 

chair and is conductor of the Statehouse 

Singers choral group.

“We will definitely be 
increasing our giving by the 

$1,200 amount.” 

Pennsylvania Representative Steven Mentzer (R) on 

what he and his wife will do with his legislative pay 

increase, an automatic cost-of-living adjustment, 

on lancasteronline.com.

“It totally makes 
rehabilitation efforts more 

difficult.”
New Jersey Senator Ray Lesniak (D) on his bill 

(which was vetoed) to severely limit use of 

solitary confinement, on nj.com.



Michael Booth is a freelance writer 

from Denver.

Effective but very 

expensive drugs 

are forcing state 

Medicaid directors 

to make some tough 

decisions.

BY MICHAEL BOOTH

O
ne of the deadliest infectious diseases 
in the nation now has a lifesaving 
cure. But the drug boasts a price as 
astounding as the medicine is mirac-

ulous. Millions of patients could benefit; yet if 
too many of them show up for treatment too 
fast, the cost would bust the budgets of straining 
Medicaid programs across the nation. 

Hepatitis C. Around 3.5 million Ameri-
cans have this troubling public health threat 
although half of them don’t know it. Without 
treatment, it eventually attacks the liver and 
can cause liver cancer and cirrhosis and require 
a liver transplant. Close to 20,000 people died 
from it in 2014, more than the total combined 
number of deaths from 60 other infectious dis-
eases, including HIV, pneumococcal disease 
and tuberculosis. 

But at around $50,000 currently per person, 
the cure is far from the reach of many. Courts 
have ruled the states have to offer the drug to 
everyone, with legal advocates finding enor-
mous leverage in the federal government’s rule 
that states must pay for all treatments that are 
“medical necessities.”

A Tangled Tale
It’s a tangled tale involving every branch 

of government and private industry, one that 
the most inventive professor of ethics would 
be hard-pressed to think up. But this is no 
ivory tower imaginary scenario. The battle 
over hepatitis C is an all-too-real human prob-
lem—“and a math problem,” as one Medicaid 
expert puts it—sparking furious political, exec-
utive and legal skirmishes in several states. 

Colorado is among the latest to experience 
this clash between patient advocates and Med-
icaid directors and their legislative leaders who 
must carefully steward tight state budgets. Del-
aware, Florida, New York, Washington and 
elsewhere also have had to wrestle with hepa-
titis C payment rules.

HEALTH CARE 

COSTLY CURES
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“There are people falling 
through the cracks right now 
who really need help,” says 
Colorado Representative 
Joann Ginal (D). “We should 
be able to help everybody, 
but prices are going up and 
our budget is only so big...”

The agonizing choices 
for Medicaid departments promise only 
to pile up in coming months and years. 
Treatments are being developed for other 
debilitating conditions, such as muscular 
dystrophy and sickle cell anemia.

That’s good news for patients, says Matt 
Salo, leader of the National Association of 
Medicaid Directors. He calls it “a Renais-
sance for treatments of long-untreatable 
illnesses.” 

The bad news, however, is the collective 
price tag. The new drugs are coming with 
potential retail prices between $300,000 
and $500,000 for each patient’s treatment. 

Hep C Sets the Bar
Nowhere do the numbers pile up faster 

than with hepatitis C. Colorado’s dilemma 
reached its height last year when the state 
Medicaid department said it couldn’t 
afford the hepatitis C cure if all 10,000 
Medicaid clients testing positive for the 
virus sought treatment. The department 
told legislators it had already spent $26.6 
million on the cure for 326 patients. Treat-
ing everyone would cost $1.14 billion more, 
the department says, a budget-busting 
amount in a state that currently supple-
ments Medicaid’s federal funding with $2.6 
billion of its own money.

Many people testing positive for hepati-
tis C have no symptoms for years. So Colo-
rado, like some other states, sought to limit 
the expensive drug treatment to patients 
with more severe symptoms, like liver scar-
ring, whose disease progression “score” has 
reached reached at least three, on a nation-
ally accepted four-point scale of the disease. 

That idea was not received well by 
patients, advocacy groups and many public 
health experts who decried the notion that 
limiting a drug with so much potential to 
cure disease could be considered a solution. 
They pointed out that patients can have 
debilitating fatigue, aches and other symp-

toms long before they reach level three. 
“When I heard about the new drugs, lit-

tle did I know they would only give them to 
the people in the worst shape,” says David 
Higginbotham, a Colorado plumber who 
has lived with hepatitis C for decades since 
acquiring it during a stint as a surgical 
technician. In fact, Higginbotham feels so 
passionate about this topic that he ran for 
a House seat last fall, but lost.

“The system is set up to ignore the prob-
lem until they go away. And they do go 
away—they die.” 

Although Colorado Medicaid officials 
declined an interview, citing pending litiga-
tion, in past statements they have pointed to 
the extremely high price pharmaceutical com-
panies place on the drugs as the roadblock.

HEALTH CARE 

HEP-C 
BY THE NUMBERS

1st
 Hepatitis C’s place as the leading 

infectious killer in the U.S.

20,000
People killed by the disease in U.S. each 

year—more than 60 other infectious 

diseases combined.

$84,000
 The original cost of a 12-week course 

of Sovaldi, one of the first Hep-C drugs 

with a 90% cure rate

24.3%
Medicaid’s rate of spending increase on 

drugs in 2014 (Medicare ‘s increase was 

16.9%; private health insurance, 11.3%)

25%
The increase in Medicaid spending on 

prescription drugs (2013–2014) due to 

higher use

75%
The increase in Medicaid spending on 

prescription drugs due to increases in price

Sources: The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services

Representative
Joann Ginal
Colorado 

COSTLY CURES
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The Miracle Comes With a Price 
The current impasse in various states 

began when the federal Food and Drug 
Administration approved Gilead Science 
Inc.’s drug Sovaldi in 2013. The previous 
standard treatment for active hepatitis C 
patients was a year’s worth of interferon 
injections with excruciating side effects.

With a 90 percent cure rate and few side 
effects, Sovaldi appeared to many patients 
to be the miracle they had hoped for. But 
at about $1,000 a pill, it came with a cost: 
$84,000 per patient for the full 12-week 
course of treatment. 

Gilead has since added the drug Harvoni, 
and other drugmakers are coming to market 
with similarly effective treatments. The vari-
ety and competition have helped Medicaid 
departments negotiate a lower price. 

Why So Much? 
The patents owned by drug companies 

give them a monopoly on their formulas 
and the legal authority to charge whatever 
they want to. They argue that it’s an expen-
sive, tedious process to get a drug approved 
in the United States. Drug companies invest 
roughly 15 percent of their revenues back 
into research and development. Limiting 
that revenue has the consequence of limiting 
new investments in research, they argue.

 Gilead’s position is that the price of its 
drugs to cure hepatitis C is a good deal for 
states overall, as the long-term costs for 
treating hepatitis C patients plummet after 
they are cured.

The company’s executives say states 
benefit from a Medicaid-mandated dis-
count for the drugs, and state officials can 
negotiate deeper discounts if they agree 
to extending the drugs to more patients 
through their formularies.

Despair Over Disparities
Patient advocates denounce government 

limits that they argue exacerbate current 
health disparities between those who will 
receive the new treatments because they 
have Medicare or private insurance and 
those who will have to wait until they are 
sick enough to receive treatments because 
they are on Medicaid.

Advocates, some of whom acknowl-
edge they receive funding from the same 

drug companies that would benefit from 
expanded state purchases, joined their 
voices with the American Civil Liberties 
Union and other groups demanding an 
alternative to the limitations.

“Our contention is that the professionally 
accepted clinical standard of care is to treat 
chronic hepatitis C with these modern cura-
tive medications, regardless of how far the 
disease has progressed,” says Mark Silver-
stein, legal director for the Colorado ACLU. 

The ACLU threatened to take Colorado 
to court unless the standard was changed to 
allow treatment for all diagnosed Medicaid 
patients. In response, Colorado Medicaid 
announced it would lower the criteria for 
treatment to those patients diagnosed at level 
two or above. Advocates welcomed that step 
but said it was not enough, and cited states 
that have opened treatment to all.

Last fall, the ACLU followed through 
with its threat and filed a federal class-ac-
tion lawsuit against the state’s Medicaid 

program for failing to allow treatment for 
all diagnosed Medicaid patients and thus 
violating the federal rule requiring cover-
age of any treatment deemed “medically 
necessary.” The overwhelming number 
of public health doctors who support full 
treatment proves the medical necessity of 
the hepatitis C drugs, Silverstein says.

The Budget Is No Reason
“When a Medicaid agency wants to rely 

on its budget as a reason for not providing 
medical care, it’s problematic legally,” Sil-
verstein says. 

It’s also bad public health and fiscal 
policy, patient advocates contend. Curing 
hepatitis C in more patients means fewer 
people transmitting the deadly and costly 
disease to others.

Untreated hepatitis C not only leads to 
eventual liver disease, but it can complicate 
diabetes, lymphoma and arthritis, among 
other conditions, says Nancy Steinfurth, 
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director of Colorado’s patient advocacy 
group Liver Health Connection. 

“There are a lot of diseases made worse 
by hepatitis C that Medicaid is already pay-
ing for,” Steinfurth says. A study commis-
sioned by her group—which receives drug 
company backing—showed that Medicaid 
departments save money in the second year 
after treating those in level two of the dis-
ease as well.

Repeat Offenders
Medicaid directors and their profes-

sional advisory boards are wrestling with 
other ethical issues regarding hepatitis 
C, says Salo, with the Medicaid directors 
association. The new class of drugs may 
constitute an effective cure, but they do not 
protect or immunize patients, especially 
against their own risky behavior.

Injection drug users, for example, fre-
quently relapse, risking reinfection with 
hepatitis C from shared needles. Moreover, 
Salo says, some prescribers are reluctant to 
authorize a $50,000 course of drugs with-
out some kind of supervision ensuring the 
patient sticks to the regimen and takes 
them correctly.

“Are you going to mail someone a bot-
tle of pills that’s worth $20,000 and hope 

they take them right?” Salo asks. “Are you 
going to pay for someone who is reinfected, 
and how many times?”

Legislators and executive branches 
around the nation also have to account for 
hepatitis C costs in their prison systems, 
where Medicaid can’t be used to cover state 
prisoners. That means states pick up the full 
tab rather than split costs with the federal 
government. Pennsylvania says in a court 
filing that treating thousands of inmates 
with hepatitis C would cost $600 million and 
“effectively cripple the department” budget, 
according to The Wall Street Journal.

States Weigh In
When drug prices jump by huge 

amounts for no apparent reason, it’s not 
hard to understand why lawmakers are 
taking note. They are starting to demand 
more transparency from drug companies 
on what their true research and production 
costs are for certain expensive treatments. 

“What good is making a drug if a per-
son who really needs it can’t afford it?” 
Colorado’s Ginal asks. 

The Affordable Care Act requires trans-
parency in the costs from hospitals and 
insurance companies but not from drug 
companies. 

Vermont lawmakers passed the nation’s 
first law to bring more transparency into 
drug pricing in early 2016. It requires drug-
makers to justify why an increase in price is 
needed for certain medications each year.

Another dozen or so states considered 
similar legislation in 2016, and it looks like 
2017 will be similar.

Tennessee Representa-
tive Cameron Sexton (R) 
says his state is using a pilot 
program agreement with the 
federal Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services to make 
some payments based on 
patient outcomes, not just on 
budget targets.

“One of the limitations of government is 
that it only looks at the cost for today, and 
very rarely looks at the savings over time,” 
Sexton says. “We’re trying to change that 
philosophy in our pilot program. So you 
hold PhRMA (Pharmaceutical Research and 

The Top in Cost

Which drugs cost the most? Which 

ones are most commonly prescribed? 

Which are going up in price the fastest? 

A new tool can help answer those 

questions. The Centers for Medicare 

& Medicaid Services developed the 

Drug Spending Dashboard in 2015. It 

tracks the price of drugs purchased for 

Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. 

It allows the public to see which drugs 

have increased the most, which affect 

program spending overall the most, and 

more. It also contains helpful graphs on 

trends for specific drugs. The top three 

most expensive drugs per prescription 

are: Novoseven RT ($67,098), H.P. Acthar 

($44,102) and Harvoni ($27,721.). The 

drugs that have increased the most 

in annual cost per unit are: Ativan 

(up 1,246%), Daraprim (874%) and 

Hydroxychloroquine Sulphate (489%).

Representative
Cameron Sexton 
Tennessee 

“What good is making a 
drug if a person who really 

needs it can’t afford it?”
Representative Joann Ginal, Colorado 

The Top 10 Drugs That Cost Medicaid the Most in 2015

Drug Main Uses Total Annual Medicaid Spending

Harvoni Hepatitis C $2,175,115,839

Abilify Mood Disorders/Mental Illness $2,029,596,059

Lantus/Solostar Diabetes $1,435,574,715

Humira/Pen Rheumatoid arthritis $805,458,621

Vyvanse Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder $782,651,741

Truvada HIV $736,377,749

Invega/Sustenna/Trinza Mood Disorders/Mental Illness $726,297,317

Methylphenidate ER Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder $700,422,208

Latuda Mood Disorders/Mental Illness $631,424,752

Sovaldi Hepatitis C $618,445,599

Source: Center for Medicaid & Medicare Services, Medicaid Dashboard, January 1, 2017
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Manufacturers of America) or the individual 
company accountable for the results they say 
they’re going to achieve.”

In the example of hepatitis C, Sexton 
says, if the drug seller claims the product 
will reduce hospitalization and other costs 
down the road, in exchange for a $50,000 
drug cost, then the state should modernize 
its technology and accounting to be able to 
measure that outcome. “Did you really see 
the benefits you were told there would be? If 
you are not seeing that, then there’s no lon-
ger any need for the state to use that prod-
uct,” Sexton says. 

Not Forgetting the Future
Hepatitis C has upended the calcula-

tions of Medicaid directors because it’s 
much more common than other condi-
tions that have high-priced cures or treat-
ments, Salo says. Hemophilia can cost $1 

million a year to treat and manage, but it’s 
extremely rare. The condition that worries 
health leaders most as baby boomers age is 
Alzheimer’s, with several drug companies 
pursuing treatments that are likely to prove 
enormously expensive, Salo says.

Drug companies are already shifting 
the talk about Alzheimer’s away from how 
much it will cost them to produce new 
drugs to how much it will cost the state or 
caregivers to treat and care for patients in a 
nursing home, Salo says. If those price tags 
come in at $75,000 a year for a drug that 
millions of baby boomers will want to take 
as soon as they near 55, “that’s unsustain-
able,” Salo says.

With hepatitis C drugs and other pend-
ing high-price treatments, Salo says states 
will not be able to solve the cost problem 
on their own. The federal government will 
either have to come in as a financial part-

ner to pay a higher share of treatments it 
has deemed medically necessary, or it will 
have to use its aggregate negotiating power 
to lower prices.

A Hopeful Sign
Gilead executives say the 

states’ crises in hepatitis 
C costs are already show-
ing signs of diminishing 
because of the effectiveness 
of the cure. The total num-
ber of hepatitis C infections 
nationwide is starting to 
drop, as are the prices of new effective 
treatment regimens, says Coy Stout, Gil-
ead vice president of managed markets.

For many, that trend can’t come too 
soon. Representative Robert Bancroft (R), 
a cosponsor of the Vermont legislation,    
describes the situation this way: “Drug 
costs are like a rubber band that keeps 
stretching and stretching. Eventually it’s 
going to break.”

The ABCs of Hepatitis 

Three different viruses cause the  

three kinds of hepatitis. All produce 

similar symptoms: fever, headache, 

malaise, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea and abdominal pain. But all 

are transmitted differently, according 

to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention. Their effects on the liver vary 

as well. There are vaccines to prevent A 

and B, but not C. 

A is acquired primarily through close 

personal contact with an infected person 

and during food-borne outbreaks. 

Hepatitis A appears only as an acute 

infection and does not become chronic. 

People with hepatitis A usually improve 

without treatment.

B is transmitted by exposure to the 

blood or body fluids of an infected 

person through sexual contact, 

childbirth, unscreened blood transfusion 

or unsafe injections. 

C is transmitted primarily from 

injection-drug use, needle stick injuries 

and inadequate infection control in 

health-care settings.

Source: Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention

Representative
Robert Bancroft
Vermont  

“One of the limitations of 
government is that it only 
looks at the cost for today, 
and very rarely looks at the 

savings over time.”
Representative Cameron Sexton, Tennessee 

“Drug costs are like a 
rubber band that keeps 

stretching and stretching. 
Eventually it’s going to 

break.”
Representative Robert Bancroft, Vermont

Up and Up
Annual expenditures on prescription drugs between 2007 and 2014
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BRIAN ELDER • MARK ELLEBRACHT • JOSHUA ELLIOTT • ROGER ELLIOTT • JASON ELLIOTT • RONALD ELLIS • DONNA ELLIS • AFFIE ELLIS • JIM ELLISON • KIRSTEN ENGEL • KAREN ENGLEMAN • JOHN EPLEE • DENISE EPSTEIN • ISAAC EPSTEIN • STEVE ERDMAN • JOSEPH ERRIGO • SEBASTIAN ERTELT • JEAN EVANS • ED EVANS • TONY EXUM • DANNY EYRE • JULIE FAHEY • MICHAEL FANNING • ZACH FANSLER • GARY FARMER • ELIZABETH FARNHAM
DIANA FARRINGTON • BARRY FAULKNER • JESSICA FAY • JAMES FEDOLFI • STEPHEN FENBERG • DONOVAN FENTON • MICHAEL FERGUSON • DAVID FERN • DYLAN FERNANDES • JOANNE FERRARY • SCOTT FETGATTER • DANIEL FEYEN • JASON FIELDS • RANDALL FINE • JASON FISCHER • CRAIG FISHBEIN • ROSS FITZGERALD • ISABELLA FITZGERALD • KEN FLEMING • JOHN FLEMING • JAMIE FLITNER • HEATH FLORA • VINCENT FONG
TIMOTHY FONTNEAU • ROGER FORD • DAN FOREMAN • CAL FORREST • JACK FORTNER • PHIL FORTUNATO • NANCY FOSTER • DALE FOWLER • RICK FRANCIS • KEITH FRANKE • BRUCE FRANKS • BEN FREDERICK • AARON FREEMAN • LISA FREEMAN • ROBERT FRENIER • NICK FRENTZ • LAURA FRIEDMAN • JASON FRIERSON • JONATHAN FRITZ • AVERY FRIX • SHERRY FROST • JULIE FRYE-MUELLER • CHRIS FUGATE • ROGER FULLER • OSVALDO FUMO
DAN FURPHY • JOHN FUSCO • GEORGE GAINER • WYLIE GALT • TOM GANN • JOHN GANNON • HEIDI GANSERT • RON GANT • ADAM GARDINER • ROBERT GARDNER • MARCIA GARDNER • TRENT GARNER • TERRY GARRISON • JIM GARTNER • CEDRIC GATES • TERRY GAUTHIER • FRANCIS GAUTHIER • BETTY GAY • JIMMY GAZAWAY • SUZANNE GEIST • ALAN GENTRY • BARBARA GERVIN-HAWKINS • LEN GERZON • DYLAN GIAMBATISTA
PRISCILLA GIDDINGS • MIKE GIERAU • JULIE GILMAN • RICK GIRDLER • ROBERT GIUDA • BRUCE GIVENS • BOB GLANZER • TODD GLORIA • DAN GODDARD • MIKE GOGGIN • SOLOMON GOLDSTEIN-ROSE • MARY GOOD • LANCE GOODEN • WESLEY GOODMAN • TIM GOODWIN • SPENCER GOSCH • CANDACE GOULD • AMANDA GOURGUE • JOHN GRAHAM • ERIN GRALL • MICHAEL GRANT • TRAVIS GRANTHAM • PAUL GRAVES • MATTHEW GRAY
ALAN GRAY • CHUCK GRAY • TIM GRAYSON • ROBIN GREEN • PATRICK GREEN • THOMAS GREENE • DAVID GREENSPAN • LATOYA GREENWOOD • DAVID GREGORY • JASON GRENN • DEREK GRIER • BETH GRIFFIN • GERALD GRIFFIN • CHAD GRIGNON • JEN GROSS • MATTHEW GROSSELL • BRUCE GRUBBS • JIM GRUENEICH • JOSEPH GRUTERS • STEVE GUNDERSON • MATT GURTLER • KRISTI HAGER • DAVID HAGGAN • KEVIN HAGGERTY
DON HAHNFELDT • BRAD HALBROOK • BARB HALEY • WILLIAM HALEY • CAROL HALL • DESTIN HALL • TIMOTHY HALLINAN • STEVE HALLORAN • MICHAEL HALPIN • BONNIE HAM • CAREY HAMILTON • JIM HAMILTON • ABDULLAH HAMMOUD • JAMES HANDY • KAREY HANKS • TOM HANNEGAN • CHRISTOPHER HANSEN • MEAGAN HANSON • KARLA HANSON • ROY HARDEMON • RANDALL HARDY • MICHAEL HARRINGTON • EARL HARRIS
JASON HARSHBARGER • MARK HART • LANCE HARVELL • CATHRYN HARVEY • RYAN HATFIELD • ANGIE HATTON • ROGER HAUCK • PATRICIA HAWKINS-WILLIAMS • COLE HEFNER • DAVE HEINE • PATRICK HEINERT • STEVE HELLWIG • PAMELA HELMING
STEVE HELMS • MIKE HENDERSON • BILL HENDERSON • PATRICK HENRY • CODY HENSON • TOBY HERALD • DANIEL HERNANDEZ • SHANE HERNANDEZ • DIEGO HERNANDEZ • LESLIE HEROD • KEVIN HERTEL • ADAM HERTZ • W. LEE HEWITT
JOSHUA HIGGINBOTHAM • NATALIE HIGGINS • KYLE HILBERT • MIKE HILGERS • DEWAYNE HILL • MATTHEW HILL • CAROL HILL-EVANS • SCOTT HILTON • ADAM HINDS • STEVE HINEBAUCH • GINA HINOJOSA • ASHLEY HINSON • FRANK HOAGLAND
TIM HODGE • DON HOGAN • MICHELE HOITENGA • JUSTIN HOLLAND • RAY HOLLEN • STEVE HOLLOWELL • GLENN HOLMES • CINDY HOLSCHER • DANIEL HOLT • JAY HOOPER • EDIE HOOTON • MIKE HOPKINS • JAMES HORGAN • PAMELA HORNBERGER
RICHARD HORNER • LORI HOUGHTON • LARRY HOUSEHOLDER • DAN HOUX • TAFFY HOWARD • MARY HOWARD • MICHAEL HOWE • MATT HUFFMAN • JUSTIN HUMPHREY • SUSAN HUMPHRIES • LINDA HUNT-WILLIAMS • DAVID HUOT • DAN HYNES
RICHARD IAQUINTA • CATHERINE INGRAM • DEBBIE INGRAM • DANIEL INNIS • PHILLIP ISNER • DOMINIQUE JACKSON • DERRICK JACKSON • TROY JACKSON • TREVOR JACOBS • CHRISTOPHER JACOBS • AL JACQUET • GREG JAMISON • JOHN JANIGIAN
JASON JANVRIN • JOHN JASINSKI • SANDRA JAUREGUI • GLENN JEFFRIES • WILLIAM JENKIN • SCOTT JENSEN • NATE JENSEN • KEVIN JENSEN • RANDY JESSUP • KIMBERLY JESSUP • BEN JICKLING • CHRIS JOHANSEN • DREW JOHN • JOSEPH JOHN
DELENA JOHNSON • CRAIG JOHNSON • D.J. JOHNSON • DAN JOHNSON • STEVEN JOHNSON • MARK JOHNSON • CRAIG JOHNSON • TIFFANY JOHNSON • DAVID JOHNSON • JENNIFER JOHNSTON • DANIEL JOHNSTON • VERNON JONES • TODD JONES
JEWELL JONES • BRENDEN JONES • TERRY JONES • D. BILLY JONES • JACK JORDAN • BEN JOSEPH • TIMOTHY JOSEPHSON • BURNHAM JUDD • ANITA JUDD-JENKINS • TONY JURGENS • TIMOTHY KACENA • BRONNA KAHLE • JAY KAHN • ASH KALRA
JORDAN KANNIANEN • JIM KARLESKINT • CHRIS KARR • AMELIA KEANE • SANDRA KEANS • BRIAN KEEFE • DAWN KEEFER • LISA KEIM • CANDICE KELLER • HANNAH KELLY • BRIGID KELLY • CHRIS KENNEDY • EDWARD KENNEDY • CRAIG KENNEDY
BERNADINE KENT • DELL KERBS • DAVID KERR • JAN KESSINGER • JASON KETTWIG • ABOUL KHAN • DARRELL KICK • CHRIS KIDD • KEVIN KILEY • SAM KILLEBREW • CHARLIE KIMBELL • MARK KING • MIKE KINGSLEY • BRIAN KIRKLAND
NICOLE KLARIDES-DITRIA • PATRICIA KLEE • MATT KLEIN • SHELLEY KLOBA • JOHN KLOSE • JASON KNIGHT • JERRY KNIRK • JON KNOKEY • GARY KNOPP • CASEY KNUDSEN • ERIN KOEGEL • JOY KOESTEN • JACK KOLBECK • CHARLES KOPP
MARK KORAN • VICKI KRAFT • AL KRAMER • HAMILTON KRANS • LISA KRASNER • CURTISS KREUN • MARY KUNESH-PODEIN • KAREN KWAN • BEAU LAFAVE • LARRY LAFLAMME • JOHN LAKE • GREG LAKIN • STAN LAMBERT • BRENDA LANDWEHR
CHARLOTTE LANE • LAURA LANESE • ANDREW LANG • TIMOTHY LANG • MIKE LANG • WAYNE LANGERHOLC • KIM LASATA • RICHARD LASCELLES • DONNA LASINSKI • DANIEL LAUGHLIN • MARK LAWRENCE • MARK LAWSON • SANDY LAYMAN
TAMARA LE • JOHN LEAVITT • FUE LEE • THOMAS LEEK • JAMES LEEWRIGHT • DERRICK LENTE • DENNIS LENZ • OREN LESMEISTER • JOHN LEWICKE • KIMMI LEWIS • JACK LEWIS • TONY LEWIS • ROBERT L’HEUREUX • JIM LILLY • S. MONIQUE LIMON
ELIZABETH LINEHAN • LOU LINEHAN • DENNIS LINTHICUM • P. SCOTT LIPPS • DAVID LISLE • KARIANNE LISONBEE • LARRY LISTON • MATT LITTLE • STEVE LIVERMONT • MARK LOFGREN • GEORGE LOGAN • DENLEY LOGE • JERRY LONG • STEVEN LONG
DONALD LONGMUIR • BRENDA LOPEZ • SHIRLEY LOVE • CHAD LOVEJOY • MARK LOVELL • JOHN LOWE • JASON LOWE • JAMES LOWER • SUE LUCAS-PETERSON • SHANNON LUNDGREN • ROGER LYNCH • MARIELLEN MACKAY • MARK MACKENZIE • NICOLE MACRI • MAUREEN MADDEN • JOHN MADDOX • COLLEEN MADIGAN • JOHN MADIGAN • R. JOSIAH MAGNUSON • JEFFERY MAGRUM • THERESA MAH • RYAN MAHER • ZACHARY MAKO
DENNIS MALLOY • MICHAEL MALONEY • CORY MALOY • SHERI MALSTROM • KENNY MANN • DUSTIN MANWARING • JAMES MARCHANT • AMBER MARIANO • STEVE MARINO • PATTY MARKLEY • MICHAEL MARONEY • ANDREW MARSCHALL • WILLIAM MARSH • HENRY MARSH • PAM MARSH • ALEX MARSZALKOWSKI • JOELLE MARTIN • SCOTT MARTIN • RICK MARTIN • PATRICK MARTIN • JESSE MARTINEAU • RAY MARTINEZ • RODOLPHO MARTINEZ
RYAN MARTINEZ • GINA MASON • RALPH MASSULLO • LEONARD MASTRONI • ANDREW MATHEWS • KAREN MATHIAK • JUANA MATIAS • MARK MATTHIESEN • MATTHEW MATTINGLY • CHRISTOPHER MAY • ANDY MAYBERRY • ERIN MAYE QUADE • ZACHARY MAYNARD • RICHARD MCARTHUR • MICHAEL MCCARTHY • STANLEY MCCLAIN • AUSTIN MCCOLLUM • TONY MCCOMBIE • GREG MCCORTNEY • D. CHAD MCCOY • JOHN MCCRAVY • DAVID MCCREA
WILLIAM MCCURDY • JOYCE MCDONALD • MIKE MCDONNELL • KEVIN MCDUGLE • SCOTT MCEACHIN • MARCUS MCENTIRE • SCOTT MCGILVRAY • BILL MCGOWAN • HUGH MCKEAN • ANDREW MCKEAN • BARBARA MCLACHLAN • JODY MCNALLY • SEAN MCPHERSON • AARON MCWILLIAMS • DAVID MEADER • MARK MEEK • THOMAS MEHAFFIE • EDDIE MELTON • KENNETH MENDONCA • AMY MERCADO • STEPHEN MEREDITH • MATT MEREDITH 
PETER MERIDETH • TROY MERNER • JOAN MESCHINO • JOAN MESCHINO • MINDI MESSMER • SCOTT MEYER • DAFNA MICHAELSON JENET • KELLY MILES • ALEXANDRA MILLER • VICTOR MILLER • BRITTNEY MILLER • BRIAN MILLER • MELISSA MILLER • ADAM MILLER • RODNEY MILLER • ROBERT MILLS • JOHN MILLS • MICHAEL MOFFETT • GARY MOHR • DANIELE MONROE-MORENO • DOROTHY MOON • CRAIG MOORE • RILEY MOORE 
C. WESLEY MORGAN • SHANE MORIGEAU • ANGELO MORINELLO • KIAH MORRIS • SEAN MORRISON • KIMBERLY MOSER • PAUL MOSLEY • JAY MOSLEY • JEFFERSON MOSS • MARY MULLIGAN • ALBERT MURATSUCHI • MONICA MURNAN • BRIAN MURRAY • KATE MURRAY • JANNE MYRDAL • NADINE NAKAMURA • JIM NASSER • OTONIEL NAVARRETE • VICTORIA NEAVE • STEVE NEGRON • CINDY NEIGHBOR • SHEILA NELSON • STACE NELSON 
JASON NEMES • REYNOLD NESIBA • TARA NETHERCOTT • JOE NEWHOUSE • JOSH NEWMAN • SUE NEWMAN • WENGAY NEWTON • MARK NEWTON • PAUL NEWTON • CARL NEWTON • BRANDON NEWTON • GREG NIBERT • MONROE NICHOLS • AMY NIELSEN • YUH-LINE NIOU • JEFF NOBLE • RONALD NOBLE • GARY NOLAN • MICHAEL NORRIS • DANIEL NOYES • BECKY NUTT • ALLISON NUTTING • JERRY OBERMUELLER • EMILY O’BRIEN • JOHN O’CONNOR
JOHN O’DAY • CAROL ODE • K.C. OHAEBOSIM • JAMES O’HARA • BRIAN OHLER • RICHARD OJEDA • RICHARD O’LEARY • BILL OLIVER • TOM OLIVERSON • JARED OLSEN • LIZ OLSON • ILHAN OMAR • MARGARET O’NEIL • LINN OPDERBECKE • BOYD ORR • EVELINA ORTEGA • MIKE OSBURN • ARNE OSLAND • GUY PALUMBO • ALPHONSE PAOLILLO • THOMAS PAOLINO • MIRIAM PARIS • JUSTIN PARISH • SAMUEL PARK • BRETT PARKER
JENNIFER PARKER • LINDSAY PARKHURST • JIMMY PATELIS • LONNIE PAXTON • KEVIN PAYNE • ROBERT PAYNE • ANTHONY PAYNTER • HOWARD PEARL • MARK PEARSON • WILLIAM PEARSON • ROLAND PEDERSON • MIKE PELLICCIOTTI • DEWAYNE PEMBERTON • CLINT PENZO • RAMON PEREZ • MARY PEREZ • MICHAEL PERKINS • ANNE PERRY • JAMESCITA PESHLAKAI • RONNIE PETERSON • WILLIAM PETIT • JASON PETRIE • STACEY PHEFFER-AMATO 
EBER PHELPS • ELAINE PHILLIPS • BRANDON PHINNEY • KEITH PICKARD • MERRILL PIEPKORN • TOMMIE PIERSON • AARON PILKINGTON • TOM PISCHKE • JEFF PITTMAN • JOHN PLUMER • WILLIAM POLEWARCZYK • MEL PONDER • ANTHONY PORTANTINO • CHARLES POSTLES • JOHN POSTON • VAL POTTER • LARRY POTTS • KARIN POWER • PAMELA POWERS HANNLEY • PHILLIP PRATT • JIM PRESSEL • TREIG PRONSCHINSKE • ANDREW PROUT
MELINDA PRUNTY • LAURIE PRYOR • ADAM PUGH • SUSAN PULSIPHER • BRANDY PYLE • RODNEY PYLES • CRYSTAL QUADE-WATERLAND • ROBERT QUATTROCCHI • BENNETT QUEEN • ANA QUEZADA • AMOS QUICK • DAN QUICK • SEAN QUINLAN • TIM QUINN • SHARON QUIRK-SILVA • CHRISTOPHER RABB • YOUSEF RABHI • DAVE RADER • BRADLEY RALPH • STEVE RAND • MARCIA RANGLIN-VASSELL • GEORGE RAUSCHER • GREG RAZER • ELLEN READ 
MARA REARDON • LOIS RECKITT • WILLIAM REED • TIM REED • KRISTINE REEVES • MATT REGIER • STEVEN REICK • JOHN REILLY • JERRY RELPH • CHERI REISCH • DAIRE RENDON • ANDREW RENZULLO • E. WERNER RESCHKE • ELOISE REYES • LARRY RHODEN • REX RICE • BETH RICHARDS • JASON RIDLEY • CRAIG RIEDEL • STEVE RILEY • CHRISTINA RILEY • BOB RIMOL • MICHAEL RIVERS • STEVE ROBERTS • KEVIN ROBERTS • ANDREW ROBINSON
ELIZABETH RODD • ERIC ROE • JIM ROERS • SHANNON ROERS JONES • LYNN ROGERS • CHARLES ROMINE • ROBERT ROMMEL • ADAM ROSENDALE • CARL ROSENQUIST • RACHEL ROSS • RICK ROTH • ROB ROTHENBURGER • JESUS RUBALCAVA • BLANCA RUBIO • ANGELICA RUBIO • MATTHEW RUBY • JOHN RUCKELSHAUS • PATRICIA RUCKER • TIM RUDD • BARRINGTON RUSSELL • MARILYN RYAN • FRANK RYAN • JOHNNY RYE • TERRY SABO
TIM SALAZAR • WALT SALES • JEFFREY SALLOWAY • ATHENA SALMAN • HEIDI SAMPSON • HEATHER SANBORN • TAWNA SANCHEZ • CATT SANDLER • JACK SANDLIN • JULIE SANDSTEDE • SYLVIA SANTANA • FRANK SAPARETO • DEBRA SARINANA • BERNIE SATROM • NICK SAUER • DUANE SAUKE • JOHN SAULS • ROBIN SCHEU • PAUL SCHIMPF • JANICE SCHMIDT • RANDY SCHOBINGER • MARK SCHREIBER • NICK SCHROER • VICTORIA SCHWAEGLER
ATTICA SCOTT • BETTIE SCOTT • PAUL SCOTT • MATTHEW SCRUTON • KEVIN SCULLY • SANDY SENN • JAMES SEVENEY • DAVID SEVERIN • EVAN SHANLEY • RENITTA SHANNON • SEAN SHAW • BETTYANN SHEATS • LOLA SHELDON-GALLOWAY • PAUL SHERRELL • HUGH SHINE • ROBERT SIEGRIST • SALLY SIEGRIST • NORMAN SILBER • DEBORAH SILCOX • DAVID SILVERS • ABDEN SIMMONS • LUKE SIMONS • JOHN SIMS • DEREK SKEES • ALLEN SKILLICORN
NANCY SKINNER • KATHY SKROCH • JOHN SKUBAL • KEVIN SKULCZYCK • DEREK SLAP • EMILY SLOSBERG • JASON SMALL • NATHAN SMALL • JAMES SMALLWOOD • CARLOS SMITH • RAS SMITH • ADAM SMITH • ERIC SMITH • CODY SMITH • FRANK SMITH • RYAN SMITH • DAVID SMITH • JAMIE SMITH • BRIAN SMITH • TIM SNELLER • PATRICK SNYDER • CATHERINE SOFIKITIS • JANEEN SOLLMAN • JARED SOLOMON • PAUL SOMERO 
HEATHER SOMERS • PETER SOMSSICH • CHRISTIAN SOTO • TIMOTHY SOUCY • WILLIAM SOWERBY • RYAN SPAIN • JOHN SPEAR • MATTHEW SPENCER • TREVOR SQUIRRELL • DAN STACY • ROB STAFSHOLT • JOSEPH STALLCOP • RICK STAPLES • MIKE STEELE • ELIZABETH STEFANICS • DICK STEIN • MIKE STEPHENS • HENRY STERN • MARTHA STEVENS • THYRA STEVENSON • LINDA STEWART • HAROLD STEWART • JERRY STOGSDILL • GREGORY STOKES
BRIAN STONE • MONICA STONIER • SCOTT STORMS • JULIANA STRATTON • SHARIF STREET • LARRY STRICKLAND • DAVID STRINGER • SCOTT STROM • KATIE STUART • LYNN STUCKY • LINDA SULLIVAN • COLLEEN SULLIVAN-LEONARD • ROBERT SUMMERFIELD • PAULA SUTTON • LEN SUZIO • DANIEL SWANSON • VALOREE SWANSON • PATRICK SWEENEY • CANDIE SWEETSER • CHANDLER SWOPE • DINAH SYKES • VERNON SYKES • MICHAEL SYLVESTER
SCOTT SYME • MARIA SYMS • TERRISHIE SYPOLT • SCOTT TALLEY • BILL TALLMAN • LINDA TANNER • NEAL TAPIO • SEAN TARWATER • NATE TATE • JOSEPH TAYLOR • MARY TAYLOR • CURT TAYLOR • TESS TEAGUE • PATSY TERRELL • DAVE TESTERMAN • PATRICK TESTIN • SHAWN THIERRY • IVORY THIGPEN • WALKER THOMAS • DWAYNE THOMPSON • ROBERT THOMPSON • ELIZABETH THOMSON • PERRY THURSTON • BLAKE TILLERY • THOMAS TILLIS
WILLIAM TIMMONS • JACKELINE TOLEDO • JILL TOLLES • SALLY TOONE • PETER TOROSIAN • JIL TRACY • JEREMY TREBAS • CURTIS TRENT • RICHARD TRIPP • LINDA TRUJILLO • EDITH TUCKER • CHARLES TURBIVILLE • RON TUSLER • CHYNAH TYLER • MICHELLE UDALL • SARAH UNSICKER • TOMAS URESTI • BARRY USHER • PAUL UTKE • STEVE VAILLANCOURT • DONALD VALDEZ • JOHN VALERA • CONNIE VAN HOUTEN • CURT VANDERWALL 
CLYDE VANEL • SCOTT VANSINGEL • TONY VARGAS • SHAWN VEDAA • CAMILLE VELLA WILKINSON • KEVIN VERVILLE • STEVE VETTER • A. RICHARD VIAL • KENNETH VINCENT • SUE VINTON • ELOISE VITELLI • RANDY VOEPEL • MIKE VOLZ • NATASHA VON IMHOF • DON VRUWINK • COLLIN WALKE • CORA WALKER • SCOTT WALLACE • MONICA WALLACE • JACK WALSH • MARY BETH WALSH • JUSTIN WALSH • MOIRA WALSH • LYNNE WALZ 
MARY BETH WALZ • RUTH WARD • GUY WARD • LESLIE WARREN • PERRY WARREN • JUSTIN WATKINS • DANNY WATSON • JUSTIN WAYNE • PEGGY WEBB • CYNTHIA WEED • VIRGIL WEIGEL • MIKE WEISSMAN • TOM WELCH • LISA WELLMAN • WILLIAM WELLS • NATALIE WELLS • JASON WENTWORTH • ALFRED WESSELS • NOLAN WEST • THOMAS WEST • KEVIN WEST • TAMMY WEST • RICK WEST • JOSH WEST • JOHN WEST • DEAN WESTLAKE 
SKYLER WHEELER • JOHN WHEELER • WILL WHEELER • FRANK WHITE • DONNA WHITE • SAM WHITSON • CHUCK WICHGERS • SCOTT WIENER • SCOTT WIGGAM • LOGAN WILDE • DAVID WILKERSON • MATT WILLHITE • JEFF WILLIAMS • DAVID WILLIAMS • RICKY WILLIAMS • BUD WILLIAMS • JOHN WILLIAMS • JAYER WILLIAMSON • BRENDA WILLIS • DAVID WILSON • DAVID WILSON • TERRY WILSON • S. MARSHALL WILSON • MIKE WINDER 
CARLTON WING • MICHAEL WINKLER • ANNA WISHART • SUSAN WISMER • DAN WOLF • DAVID WOOLPERT • RANDE WORTHEN • TREMAINE WRIGHT • DAVID YACOVONE • CLAY YARBOROUGH • JEFF YAROCH • STEVEN YEAGER • NANCY YORK • JOHN YOUNG • JORDAN YOUNGBERG • STANLEY ZEIGLER • RACHEL ZENZINGER • SHANNON ZIMMERMAN • CHRISTOPHER ZIOGAS • CHRISTY ZITO • BRYAN ZOLLINGER • LOUIS ZUMBACH
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AS OF 12/21/2016  KIM ABBOTT • MARC ABEAR • KENT ACKLEY • DANTE ACOSTA • WYATT AGAR • JEFF AGENBROAD • CECILIA AGUIAR-CURRY • DANIEL AHLERS • THOMAS ALBERT • JONI ALBRECHT • CARL ALBRECHT • MARISOL ALCANTARA • RAMON ALEXANDER • JULIE ALEXANDER • FRED ALLEN • LARRY ALLEY • SUE ALLOR • TERESA ALONSO LEON • DEBRA ALTSCHILLER • PAUL AMADOR • LEE ANDERSON • TONYA ANDERSON • FRED ANDERSON
JIMMY ANDERSON • LIISA ANSELMI-DALTON • DARIO ANSELMO • DIANA AREVALO • RANDY ARMSTRONG • TORY ARNBERGER • KATHERINE ARRINGTON • ANITA ASTORINO KULIK • F. LUCAS ATKINSON • CLAY AURAND • LORANNE AUSLEY • BETTY AUSTIN • JOHNNIE AUTRY • FRANCIS AWERKAMP • JESSICA AYALA • GREG BABINEC • GREGORY BACA • JACOB BACHMEIER • DAISY BAEZ • CALVIN BAHR • ERNEST BAILES • DONNA BAILEY • JAMAAL
BAILEY • DAVE BAKER • RHONDA BAKER • STEPHEN BALDWIN • CYNTHIA BALL • GRETCHEN BANGERT • DONNA BARINGER • SONIA BARKER • JEROME BARNES • BRIAN BARNWELL • REGINA BARR • JASON BARRETT • DAN BARTEL • HUGH BARTELS • DEBRA BAZEMORE • PHILIP BEAN • BECKY BEARD • CHAZ BEASLEY • DOUG BECK • JAMIE BECKER-FINN • SUSAN BECKMAN • TOM BEGICH • PAUL BELASKI • MARY BELK • JOSEPH BELLINO
SHENNA BELLOWS • WENONA BENALLY BALDENEGRO • ADRIENNE BENAVIDEZ • FORREST BENNETT • LINDA BENNETT • DANNY BENTLEY • MICHAEL BERGAN • EDWARD BERGER • MICHEAL BERGSTROM • MARC BERMAN • AARON BERNSTINE • SETH BERRY • KYLE BIEDERMANN • SHANNON BILBRAY-AXELROD • DAVID BINFORD • CHRIS BIRCH • ELIZABETH BISHOP • LAURIE BISHOP • BO BITEMAN • RUSTY BLACK • BART BLACKWELL • ISELA BLANC
MELOYDE BLANCETT • MEGAN BLANKSMA • JOHN BLANTON • DOUG BLEX • MATT BLISS • CAROL BLOOD • JANE BLOOMINGDALE • JAKE BLUM • RAUL BOCANEGRA • THOMAS BOCK • WILLIAM BODDIE • MIKE BOHACEK • WILL BOND • JOSH BONNER • LAUREN BOOK • GLENN BOSCH • BRUCE BOSTELMAN • BEVERLY BOSWELL • ANTHONY BOUCHARD • NATE BOULTON • SKYLAR BOUTIN • MARTIN BOVE • DEBBIE BOVEE • SEAN BOWIE 
PATRICK BOYD • STEVEN BRADFORD • RICHARD BRADSTREET • TOMMY BRANN • MATT BRASS • WESLEY BRECKENRIDGE • TOM BREWER • SCOTT BREWER • JEFF BRIDGES • TOM BRIESE • SHELEE BRIM • DANNY BRITT • CHRISTOPHER BROOKS • KAMIA BROWN • WAYLON BROWN • LARRY BROWN • RICHARD BROWN • LANDON BROWN • JESSICA BRUMSTEAD • WILLIAM BUCKBEE • SUSAN BUCKHOLZ • DAWN BUCKINGHAM • LEANNE BURCH
INGRID BURNETT • RHONDA BURNOUGH • CHARLIE BURNS • DELMAR BURRIDGE • CAROL BUSH • KELLI BUTLER • D. GREGG BUXTON • JANELLE BYNUM • CORD BYRD • KEVIN BYRNE • ANNA CABALLERO • BRISCOE CAIN • JEANINE CALKIN • JULIE CALLEY • DARRIN CAMILLERI • POLLY CAMPION • JOSEPH CANESTRARO • NICOLE CANNIZZARO • MCKENZIE CANTRELL • MOORE CAPITO • SARAH CAPP • BARBARA CARDONE • RICK CARFAGNA
JIM CARLIN • ANDREW CARLSON • MICHAEL CARPENTER • JOHN CARR • ROBERT CARROLL • EVERETT CARSON • LANCE CARSON • OWEN CASAS • JULIE CASIMIRO • MICAH CASKEY • MATT CASTLEN • CRISTINA CASTRO • FRANCES CAVENAUGH • RICHARD CEBRA • MORGAN CEPHAS • SABRINA CERVANTES • STANLEY CHANG • MIKE CHAPMAN • ALEXANDER CHARLTON • ROGER CHASE • CESAR CHAVEZ • HOLLY CHEESEMAN • PHILLIP CHEN • STEVEN CHOI
ANNMARIE CHRISTENSEN • PHILIP CHRISTOFANELLI • BRIAN CINA • MIKE CLAMPITT • MICHAEL CLARK • AARON CLAUSEN • SKIP CLEAVER • DAVID CLEMENS • CARA CLEMENTE • CHARLES CLEMONS • D. WES CLIMER • TODD CLODFELTER • WILLIAM COGSWELL • LESLEY COHEN • SELENE COLBURN • BRUCE COLEMAN • JAMES COLEMAN • BENJAMIN COLLINGS • JAMES COLLINS • BARBARA COMTOIS • CHRISTINE CONLEY • PETER CONLON
MICHAEL CONNOLLY • MELISSA CONYEARS • IAN CONYERS • IAN CONYERS • DAVID COOK • DONALD COOK • ANNE COPP • KEVIN CORBIN • MICHAEL CORR • PHILIP CORTEZ • SCOTT COSPER • MICHAEL COSTABLE • SCOTT COURT • PHILIP COVARRUBIAS • CLAY COX • TOM COX • CARL CRABTREE • GARREL CRAIG • JOHN CRANE • THOMAS CRANK • JOHN CRAWFORD • VERNON CRISS • WILLIAM CROCKER • DAVID CROWLEY • STEVEN CRUM
STEPHANIE CUMMINGS • HELDER CUNHA • JORDAN CUNNINGHAM • MICHAEL CURCIO • AMANDA CURTIS • STEVE CWODZINSKI • ANDRE CYR • CAROL DALBY • SKIP DALY • KIMBERLY DANIELS • JULIE DANIELS • ANNE DAUPHINAIS • TRACIE DAVIS • DAN DAWSON • JOSEPH DE LA CRUZ • CARMEN DE LA ROSA • JAY DEAN • MARK DEAN • MADELEINE DEAN CUNNANE • ALAN DEBOER  • DEBBIE DEERE • BRUCE DEGROOT • ANTHONY DELCOLLO • TOM DELNICKI
LEO DELPERDANG • GAYANN DEMORDAUNT • DREW DENNERT • DALE DENNO • DALE DERBY • ERIC DESCHEENIE • ANDREW DETREVILLE • BENJAMIN DIAMOND • G. WILLIAM DIAMOND • INEZ DICKENS • GLEN DICKEY • BRENDA DIETRICH • CHARLOTTE DILORENZO • MICHAEL DIMASSA • GIOVANNI DISANTO • PHIL DISERIO • BETH DOGLIO • MATTHEW DOLAN • MICKEY DOLLENS • BYRON DONALDS • SUSAN DONOVAN • ROGER DONTONVILLE
BLAKE DORIOT • DANA DOW • REBECCA DOW • PATRICIA DOWLING • MATTHEW DOWLING • TIM DOWNING • RICH DRAHEIM • DAVID DREYER • WILLIAM DRISCOLL • MATT DUBNIK • WILLIAM DUFF • TOM DUGGER • ANDY DULIN • CATHY DUNN • BETSY DUNN • ADAM DUNSBY • NICHOLAS DURAN • ANTHONY D’URSO • CALEB DYER • DAVID EASTMAN • JEFF EDLER • JESS EDWARDS • JAY EDWARDS • JUSTIN EICHORN • BILL EIGEL • JOEL ELBER
BRIAN ELDER • MARK ELLEBRACHT • JOSHUA ELLIOTT • ROGER ELLIOTT • JASON ELLIOTT • RONALD ELLIS • DONNA ELLIS • AFFIE ELLIS • JIM ELLISON • KIRSTEN ENGEL • KAREN ENGLEMAN • JOHN EPLEE • DENISE EPSTEIN • ISAAC EPSTEIN • STEVE ERDMAN • JOSEPH ERRIGO • SEBASTIAN ERTELT • JEAN EVANS • ED EVANS • TONY EXUM • DANNY EYRE • JULIE FAHEY • MICHAEL FANNING • ZACH FANSLER • GARY FARMER • ELIZABETH FARNHAM
DIANA FARRINGTON • BARRY FAULKNER • JESSICA FAY • JAMES FEDOLFI • STEPHEN FENBERG • DONOVAN FENTON • MICHAEL FERGUSON • DAVID FERN • DYLAN FERNANDES • JOANNE FERRARY • SCOTT FETGATTER • DANIEL FEYEN • JASON FIELDS • RANDALL FINE • JASON FISCHER • CRAIG FISHBEIN • ROSS FITZGERALD • ISABELLA FITZGERALD • KEN FLEMING • JOHN FLEMING • JAMIE FLITNER • HEATH FLORA • VINCENT FONG
TIMOTHY FONTNEAU • ROGER FORD • DAN FOREMAN • CAL FORREST • JACK FORTNER • PHIL FORTUNATO • NANCY FOSTER • DALE FOWLER • RICK FRANCIS • KEITH FRANKE • BRUCE FRANKS • BEN FREDERICK • AARON FREEMAN • LISA FREEMAN • ROBERT FRENIER • NICK FRENTZ • LAURA FRIEDMAN • JASON FRIERSON • JONATHAN FRITZ • AVERY FRIX • SHERRY FROST • JULIE FRYE-MUELLER • CHRIS FUGATE • ROGER FULLER • OSVALDO FUMO
DAN FURPHY • JOHN FUSCO • GEORGE GAINER • WYLIE GALT • TOM GANN • JOHN GANNON • HEIDI GANSERT • RON GANT • ADAM GARDINER • ROBERT GARDNER • MARCIA GARDNER • TRENT GARNER • TERRY GARRISON • JIM GARTNER • CEDRIC GATES • TERRY GAUTHIER • FRANCIS GAUTHIER • BETTY GAY • JIMMY GAZAWAY • SUZANNE GEIST • ALAN GENTRY • BARBARA GERVIN-HAWKINS • LEN GERZON • DYLAN GIAMBATISTA
PRISCILLA GIDDINGS • MIKE GIERAU • JULIE GILMAN • RICK GIRDLER • ROBERT GIUDA • BRUCE GIVENS • BOB GLANZER • TODD GLORIA • DAN GODDARD • MIKE GOGGIN • SOLOMON GOLDSTEIN-ROSE • MARY GOOD • LANCE GOODEN • WESLEY GOODMAN • TIM GOODWIN • SPENCER GOSCH • CANDACE GOULD • AMANDA GOURGUE • JOHN GRAHAM • ERIN GRALL • MICHAEL GRANT • TRAVIS GRANTHAM • PAUL GRAVES • MATTHEW GRAY
ALAN GRAY • CHUCK GRAY • TIM GRAYSON • ROBIN GREEN • PATRICK GREEN • THOMAS GREENE • DAVID GREENSPAN • LATOYA GREENWOOD • DAVID GREGORY • JASON GRENN • DEREK GRIER • BETH GRIFFIN • GERALD GRIFFIN • CHAD GRIGNON • JEN GROSS • MATTHEW GROSSELL • BRUCE GRUBBS • JIM GRUENEICH • JOSEPH GRUTERS • STEVE GUNDERSON • MATT GURTLER • KRISTI HAGER • DAVID HAGGAN • KEVIN HAGGERTY
DON HAHNFELDT • BRAD HALBROOK • BARB HALEY • WILLIAM HALEY • CAROL HALL • DESTIN HALL • TIMOTHY HALLINAN • STEVE HALLORAN • MICHAEL HALPIN • BONNIE HAM • CAREY HAMILTON • JIM HAMILTON • ABDULLAH HAMMOUD • JAMES HANDY • KAREY HANKS • TOM HANNEGAN • CHRISTOPHER HANSEN • MEAGAN HANSON • KARLA HANSON • ROY HARDEMON • RANDALL HARDY • MICHAEL HARRINGTON • EARL HARRIS
JASON HARSHBARGER • MARK HART • LANCE HARVELL • CATHRYN HARVEY • RYAN HATFIELD • ANGIE HATTON • ROGER HAUCK • PATRICIA HAWKINS-WILLIAMS • COLE HEFNER • DAVE HEINE • PATRICK HEINERT • STEVE HELLWIG • PAMELA HELMING
STEVE HELMS • MIKE HENDERSON • BILL HENDERSON • PATRICK HENRY • CODY HENSON • TOBY HERALD • DANIEL HERNANDEZ • SHANE HERNANDEZ • DIEGO HERNANDEZ • LESLIE HEROD • KEVIN HERTEL • ADAM HERTZ • W. LEE HEWITT
JOSHUA HIGGINBOTHAM • NATALIE HIGGINS • KYLE HILBERT • MIKE HILGERS • DEWAYNE HILL • MATTHEW HILL • CAROL HILL-EVANS • SCOTT HILTON • ADAM HINDS • STEVE HINEBAUCH • GINA HINOJOSA • ASHLEY HINSON • FRANK HOAGLAND
TIM HODGE • DON HOGAN • MICHELE HOITENGA • JUSTIN HOLLAND • RAY HOLLEN • STEVE HOLLOWELL • GLENN HOLMES • CINDY HOLSCHER • DANIEL HOLT • JAY HOOPER • EDIE HOOTON • MIKE HOPKINS • JAMES HORGAN • PAMELA HORNBERGER
RICHARD HORNER • LORI HOUGHTON • LARRY HOUSEHOLDER • DAN HOUX • TAFFY HOWARD • MARY HOWARD • MICHAEL HOWE • MATT HUFFMAN • JUSTIN HUMPHREY • SUSAN HUMPHRIES • LINDA HUNT-WILLIAMS • DAVID HUOT • DAN HYNES
RICHARD IAQUINTA • CATHERINE INGRAM • DEBBIE INGRAM • DANIEL INNIS • PHILLIP ISNER • DOMINIQUE JACKSON • DERRICK JACKSON • TROY JACKSON • TREVOR JACOBS • CHRISTOPHER JACOBS • AL JACQUET • GREG JAMISON • JOHN JANIGIAN
JASON JANVRIN • JOHN JASINSKI • SANDRA JAUREGUI • GLENN JEFFRIES • WILLIAM JENKIN • SCOTT JENSEN • NATE JENSEN • KEVIN JENSEN • RANDY JESSUP • KIMBERLY JESSUP • BEN JICKLING • CHRIS JOHANSEN • DREW JOHN • JOSEPH JOHN
DELENA JOHNSON • CRAIG JOHNSON • D.J. JOHNSON • DAN JOHNSON • STEVEN JOHNSON • MARK JOHNSON • CRAIG JOHNSON • TIFFANY JOHNSON • DAVID JOHNSON • JENNIFER JOHNSTON • DANIEL JOHNSTON • VERNON JONES • TODD JONES
JEWELL JONES • BRENDEN JONES • TERRY JONES • D. BILLY JONES • JACK JORDAN • BEN JOSEPH • TIMOTHY JOSEPHSON • BURNHAM JUDD • ANITA JUDD-JENKINS • TONY JURGENS • TIMOTHY KACENA • BRONNA KAHLE • JAY KAHN • ASH KALRA
JORDAN KANNIANEN • JIM KARLESKINT • CHRIS KARR • AMELIA KEANE • SANDRA KEANS • BRIAN KEEFE • DAWN KEEFER • LISA KEIM • CANDICE KELLER • HANNAH KELLY • BRIGID KELLY • CHRIS KENNEDY • EDWARD KENNEDY • CRAIG KENNEDY
BERNADINE KENT • DELL KERBS • DAVID KERR • JAN KESSINGER • JASON KETTWIG • ABOUL KHAN • DARRELL KICK • CHRIS KIDD • KEVIN KILEY • SAM KILLEBREW • CHARLIE KIMBELL • MARK KING • MIKE KINGSLEY • BRIAN KIRKLAND
NICOLE KLARIDES-DITRIA • PATRICIA KLEE • MATT KLEIN • SHELLEY KLOBA • JOHN KLOSE • JASON KNIGHT • JERRY KNIRK • JON KNOKEY • GARY KNOPP • CASEY KNUDSEN • ERIN KOEGEL • JOY KOESTEN • JACK KOLBECK • CHARLES KOPP
MARK KORAN • VICKI KRAFT • AL KRAMER • HAMILTON KRANS • LISA KRASNER • CURTISS KREUN • MARY KUNESH-PODEIN • KAREN KWAN • BEAU LAFAVE • LARRY LAFLAMME • JOHN LAKE • GREG LAKIN • STAN LAMBERT • BRENDA LANDWEHR
CHARLOTTE LANE • LAURA LANESE • ANDREW LANG • TIMOTHY LANG • MIKE LANG • WAYNE LANGERHOLC • KIM LASATA • RICHARD LASCELLES • DONNA LASINSKI • DANIEL LAUGHLIN • MARK LAWRENCE • MARK LAWSON • SANDY LAYMAN
TAMARA LE • JOHN LEAVITT • FUE LEE • THOMAS LEEK • JAMES LEEWRIGHT • DERRICK LENTE • DENNIS LENZ • OREN LESMEISTER • JOHN LEWICKE • KIMMI LEWIS • JACK LEWIS • TONY LEWIS • ROBERT L’HEUREUX • JIM LILLY • S. MONIQUE LIMON
ELIZABETH LINEHAN • LOU LINEHAN • DENNIS LINTHICUM • P. SCOTT LIPPS • DAVID LISLE • KARIANNE LISONBEE • LARRY LISTON • MATT LITTLE • STEVE LIVERMONT • MARK LOFGREN • GEORGE LOGAN • DENLEY LOGE • JERRY LONG • STEVEN LONG
DONALD LONGMUIR • BRENDA LOPEZ • SHIRLEY LOVE • CHAD LOVEJOY • MARK LOVELL • JOHN LOWE • JASON LOWE • JAMES LOWER • SUE LUCAS-PETERSON • SHANNON LUNDGREN • ROGER LYNCH • MARIELLEN MACKAY • MARK MACKENZIE • NICOLE MACRI • MAUREEN MADDEN • JOHN MADDOX • COLLEEN MADIGAN • JOHN MADIGAN • R. JOSIAH MAGNUSON • JEFFERY MAGRUM • THERESA MAH • RYAN MAHER • ZACHARY MAKO
DENNIS MALLOY • MICHAEL MALONEY • CORY MALOY • SHERI MALSTROM • KENNY MANN • DUSTIN MANWARING • JAMES MARCHANT • AMBER MARIANO • STEVE MARINO • PATTY MARKLEY • MICHAEL MARONEY • ANDREW MARSCHALL • WILLIAM MARSH • HENRY MARSH • PAM MARSH • ALEX MARSZALKOWSKI • JOELLE MARTIN • SCOTT MARTIN • RICK MARTIN • PATRICK MARTIN • JESSE MARTINEAU • RAY MARTINEZ • RODOLPHO MARTINEZ
RYAN MARTINEZ • GINA MASON • RALPH MASSULLO • LEONARD MASTRONI • ANDREW MATHEWS • KAREN MATHIAK • JUANA MATIAS • MARK MATTHIESEN • MATTHEW MATTINGLY • CHRISTOPHER MAY • ANDY MAYBERRY • ERIN MAYE QUADE • ZACHARY MAYNARD • RICHARD MCARTHUR • MICHAEL MCCARTHY • STANLEY MCCLAIN • AUSTIN MCCOLLUM • TONY MCCOMBIE • GREG MCCORTNEY • D. CHAD MCCOY • JOHN MCCRAVY • DAVID MCCREA
WILLIAM MCCURDY • JOYCE MCDONALD • MIKE MCDONNELL • KEVIN MCDUGLE • SCOTT MCEACHIN • MARCUS MCENTIRE • SCOTT MCGILVRAY • BILL MCGOWAN • HUGH MCKEAN • ANDREW MCKEAN • BARBARA MCLACHLAN • JODY MCNALLY • SEAN MCPHERSON • AARON MCWILLIAMS • DAVID MEADER • MARK MEEK • THOMAS MEHAFFIE • EDDIE MELTON • KENNETH MENDONCA • AMY MERCADO • STEPHEN MEREDITH • MATT MEREDITH 
PETER MERIDETH • TROY MERNER • JOAN MESCHINO • JOAN MESCHINO • MINDI MESSMER • SCOTT MEYER • DAFNA MICHAELSON JENET • KELLY MILES • ALEXANDRA MILLER • VICTOR MILLER • BRITTNEY MILLER • BRIAN MILLER • MELISSA MILLER • ADAM MILLER • RODNEY MILLER • ROBERT MILLS • JOHN MILLS • MICHAEL MOFFETT • GARY MOHR • DANIELE MONROE-MORENO • DOROTHY MOON • CRAIG MOORE • RILEY MOORE 
C. WESLEY MORGAN • SHANE MORIGEAU • ANGELO MORINELLO • KIAH MORRIS • SEAN MORRISON • KIMBERLY MOSER • PAUL MOSLEY • JAY MOSLEY • JEFFERSON MOSS • MARY MULLIGAN • ALBERT MURATSUCHI • MONICA MURNAN • BRIAN MURRAY • KATE MURRAY • JANNE MYRDAL • NADINE NAKAMURA • JIM NASSER • OTONIEL NAVARRETE • VICTORIA NEAVE • STEVE NEGRON • CINDY NEIGHBOR • SHEILA NELSON • STACE NELSON 
JASON NEMES • REYNOLD NESIBA • TARA NETHERCOTT • JOE NEWHOUSE • JOSH NEWMAN • SUE NEWMAN • WENGAY NEWTON • MARK NEWTON • PAUL NEWTON • CARL NEWTON • BRANDON NEWTON • GREG NIBERT • MONROE NICHOLS • AMY NIELSEN • YUH-LINE NIOU • JEFF NOBLE • RONALD NOBLE • GARY NOLAN • MICHAEL NORRIS • DANIEL NOYES • BECKY NUTT • ALLISON NUTTING • JERRY OBERMUELLER • EMILY O’BRIEN • JOHN O’CONNOR
JOHN O’DAY • CAROL ODE • K.C. OHAEBOSIM • JAMES O’HARA • BRIAN OHLER • RICHARD OJEDA • RICHARD O’LEARY • BILL OLIVER • TOM OLIVERSON • JARED OLSEN • LIZ OLSON • ILHAN OMAR • MARGARET O’NEIL • LINN OPDERBECKE • BOYD ORR • EVELINA ORTEGA • MIKE OSBURN • ARNE OSLAND • GUY PALUMBO • ALPHONSE PAOLILLO • THOMAS PAOLINO • MIRIAM PARIS • JUSTIN PARISH • SAMUEL PARK • BRETT PARKER
JENNIFER PARKER • LINDSAY PARKHURST • JIMMY PATELIS • LONNIE PAXTON • KEVIN PAYNE • ROBERT PAYNE • ANTHONY PAYNTER • HOWARD PEARL • MARK PEARSON • WILLIAM PEARSON • ROLAND PEDERSON • MIKE PELLICCIOTTI • DEWAYNE PEMBERTON • CLINT PENZO • RAMON PEREZ • MARY PEREZ • MICHAEL PERKINS • ANNE PERRY • JAMESCITA PESHLAKAI • RONNIE PETERSON • WILLIAM PETIT • JASON PETRIE • STACEY PHEFFER-AMATO 
EBER PHELPS • ELAINE PHILLIPS • BRANDON PHINNEY • KEITH PICKARD • MERRILL PIEPKORN • TOMMIE PIERSON • AARON PILKINGTON • TOM PISCHKE • JEFF PITTMAN • JOHN PLUMER • WILLIAM POLEWARCZYK • MEL PONDER • ANTHONY PORTANTINO • CHARLES POSTLES • JOHN POSTON • VAL POTTER • LARRY POTTS • KARIN POWER • PAMELA POWERS HANNLEY • PHILLIP PRATT • JIM PRESSEL • TREIG PRONSCHINSKE • ANDREW PROUT
MELINDA PRUNTY • LAURIE PRYOR • ADAM PUGH • SUSAN PULSIPHER • BRANDY PYLE • RODNEY PYLES • CRYSTAL QUADE-WATERLAND • ROBERT QUATTROCCHI • BENNETT QUEEN • ANA QUEZADA • AMOS QUICK • DAN QUICK • SEAN QUINLAN • TIM QUINN • SHARON QUIRK-SILVA • CHRISTOPHER RABB • YOUSEF RABHI • DAVE RADER • BRADLEY RALPH • STEVE RAND • MARCIA RANGLIN-VASSELL • GEORGE RAUSCHER • GREG RAZER • ELLEN READ 
MARA REARDON • LOIS RECKITT • WILLIAM REED • TIM REED • KRISTINE REEVES • MATT REGIER • STEVEN REICK • JOHN REILLY • JERRY RELPH • CHERI REISCH • DAIRE RENDON • ANDREW RENZULLO • E. WERNER RESCHKE • ELOISE REYES • LARRY RHODEN • REX RICE • BETH RICHARDS • JASON RIDLEY • CRAIG RIEDEL • STEVE RILEY • CHRISTINA RILEY • BOB RIMOL • MICHAEL RIVERS • STEVE ROBERTS • KEVIN ROBERTS • ANDREW ROBINSON
ELIZABETH RODD • ERIC ROE • JIM ROERS • SHANNON ROERS JONES • LYNN ROGERS • CHARLES ROMINE • ROBERT ROMMEL • ADAM ROSENDALE • CARL ROSENQUIST • RACHEL ROSS • RICK ROTH • ROB ROTHENBURGER • JESUS RUBALCAVA • BLANCA RUBIO • ANGELICA RUBIO • MATTHEW RUBY • JOHN RUCKELSHAUS • PATRICIA RUCKER • TIM RUDD • BARRINGTON RUSSELL • MARILYN RYAN • FRANK RYAN • JOHNNY RYE • TERRY SABO
TIM SALAZAR • WALT SALES • JEFFREY SALLOWAY • ATHENA SALMAN • HEIDI SAMPSON • HEATHER SANBORN • TAWNA SANCHEZ • CATT SANDLER • JACK SANDLIN • JULIE SANDSTEDE • SYLVIA SANTANA • FRANK SAPARETO • DEBRA SARINANA • BERNIE SATROM • NICK SAUER • DUANE SAUKE • JOHN SAULS • ROBIN SCHEU • PAUL SCHIMPF • JANICE SCHMIDT • RANDY SCHOBINGER • MARK SCHREIBER • NICK SCHROER • VICTORIA SCHWAEGLER
ATTICA SCOTT • BETTIE SCOTT • PAUL SCOTT • MATTHEW SCRUTON • KEVIN SCULLY • SANDY SENN • JAMES SEVENEY • DAVID SEVERIN • EVAN SHANLEY • RENITTA SHANNON • SEAN SHAW • BETTYANN SHEATS • LOLA SHELDON-GALLOWAY • PAUL SHERRELL • HUGH SHINE • ROBERT SIEGRIST • SALLY SIEGRIST • NORMAN SILBER • DEBORAH SILCOX • DAVID SILVERS • ABDEN SIMMONS • LUKE SIMONS • JOHN SIMS • DEREK SKEES • ALLEN SKILLICORN
NANCY SKINNER • KATHY SKROCH • JOHN SKUBAL • KEVIN SKULCZYCK • DEREK SLAP • EMILY SLOSBERG • JASON SMALL • NATHAN SMALL • JAMES SMALLWOOD • CARLOS SMITH • RAS SMITH • ADAM SMITH • ERIC SMITH • CODY SMITH • FRANK SMITH • RYAN SMITH • DAVID SMITH • JAMIE SMITH • BRIAN SMITH • TIM SNELLER • PATRICK SNYDER • CATHERINE SOFIKITIS • JANEEN SOLLMAN • JARED SOLOMON • PAUL SOMERO 
HEATHER SOMERS • PETER SOMSSICH • CHRISTIAN SOTO • TIMOTHY SOUCY • WILLIAM SOWERBY • RYAN SPAIN • JOHN SPEAR • MATTHEW SPENCER • TREVOR SQUIRRELL • DAN STACY • ROB STAFSHOLT • JOSEPH STALLCOP • RICK STAPLES • MIKE STEELE • ELIZABETH STEFANICS • DICK STEIN • MIKE STEPHENS • HENRY STERN • MARTHA STEVENS • THYRA STEVENSON • LINDA STEWART • HAROLD STEWART • JERRY STOGSDILL • GREGORY STOKES
BRIAN STONE • MONICA STONIER • SCOTT STORMS • JULIANA STRATTON • SHARIF STREET • LARRY STRICKLAND • DAVID STRINGER • SCOTT STROM • KATIE STUART • LYNN STUCKY • LINDA SULLIVAN • COLLEEN SULLIVAN-LEONARD • ROBERT SUMMERFIELD • PAULA SUTTON • LEN SUZIO • DANIEL SWANSON • VALOREE SWANSON • PATRICK SWEENEY • CANDIE SWEETSER • CHANDLER SWOPE • DINAH SYKES • VERNON SYKES • MICHAEL SYLVESTER
SCOTT SYME • MARIA SYMS • TERRISHIE SYPOLT • SCOTT TALLEY • BILL TALLMAN • LINDA TANNER • NEAL TAPIO • SEAN TARWATER • NATE TATE • JOSEPH TAYLOR • MARY TAYLOR • CURT TAYLOR • TESS TEAGUE • PATSY TERRELL • DAVE TESTERMAN • PATRICK TESTIN • SHAWN THIERRY • IVORY THIGPEN • WALKER THOMAS • DWAYNE THOMPSON • ROBERT THOMPSON • ELIZABETH THOMSON • PERRY THURSTON • BLAKE TILLERY • THOMAS TILLIS
WILLIAM TIMMONS • JACKELINE TOLEDO • JILL TOLLES • SALLY TOONE • PETER TOROSIAN • JIL TRACY • JEREMY TREBAS • CURTIS TRENT • RICHARD TRIPP • LINDA TRUJILLO • EDITH TUCKER • CHARLES TURBIVILLE • RON TUSLER • CHYNAH TYLER • MICHELLE UDALL • SARAH UNSICKER • TOMAS URESTI • BARRY USHER • PAUL UTKE • STEVE VAILLANCOURT • DONALD VALDEZ • JOHN VALERA • CONNIE VAN HOUTEN • CURT VANDERWALL 
CLYDE VANEL • SCOTT VANSINGEL • TONY VARGAS • SHAWN VEDAA • CAMILLE VELLA WILKINSON • KEVIN VERVILLE • STEVE VETTER • A. RICHARD VIAL • KENNETH VINCENT • SUE VINTON • ELOISE VITELLI • RANDY VOEPEL • MIKE VOLZ • NATASHA VON IMHOF • DON VRUWINK • COLLIN WALKE • CORA WALKER • SCOTT WALLACE • MONICA WALLACE • JACK WALSH • MARY BETH WALSH • JUSTIN WALSH • MOIRA WALSH • LYNNE WALZ 
MARY BETH WALZ • RUTH WARD • GUY WARD • LESLIE WARREN • PERRY WARREN • JUSTIN WATKINS • DANNY WATSON • JUSTIN WAYNE • PEGGY WEBB • CYNTHIA WEED • VIRGIL WEIGEL • MIKE WEISSMAN • TOM WELCH • LISA WELLMAN • WILLIAM WELLS • NATALIE WELLS • JASON WENTWORTH • ALFRED WESSELS • NOLAN WEST • THOMAS WEST • KEVIN WEST • TAMMY WEST • RICK WEST • JOSH WEST • JOHN WEST • DEAN WESTLAKE 
SKYLER WHEELER • JOHN WHEELER • WILL WHEELER • FRANK WHITE • DONNA WHITE • SAM WHITSON • CHUCK WICHGERS • SCOTT WIENER • SCOTT WIGGAM • LOGAN WILDE • DAVID WILKERSON • MATT WILLHITE • JEFF WILLIAMS • DAVID WILLIAMS • RICKY WILLIAMS • BUD WILLIAMS • JOHN WILLIAMS • JAYER WILLIAMSON • BRENDA WILLIS • DAVID WILSON • DAVID WILSON • TERRY WILSON • S. MARSHALL WILSON • MIKE WINDER 
CARLTON WING • MICHAEL WINKLER • ANNA WISHART • SUSAN WISMER • DAN WOLF • DAVID WOOLPERT • RANDE WORTHEN • TREMAINE WRIGHT • DAVID YACOVONE • CLAY YARBOROUGH • JEFF YAROCH • STEVEN YEAGER • NANCY YORK • JOHN YOUNG • JORDAN YOUNGBERG • STANLEY ZEIGLER • RACHEL ZENZINGER • SHANNON ZIMMERMAN • CHRISTOPHER ZIOGAS • CHRISTY ZITO • BRYAN ZOLLINGER • LOUIS ZUMBACH
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Treading Academic Water
American high-schoolers are far 
off the pace set by their peers in the 
world’s top-performing countries. 
The United States ranked 25th in 
science, 24th in reading and 40th in 
math on the latest PISA, the exam 
taken every three years by 15-year-
olds around the globe. Students in 
70 countries took the latest test. 
Among the world’s top performers 
are Singapore, China, Estonia 
and Canada. Despite its mediocre 
results, the U.S. made progress 
in closing achievement gaps, and 
Massachusetts, which administers 
the test as its own “country,” 
scored as well as the top performer, 
Singapore, in reading, and tied 
for second with eight countries in 
science. 

1
Overdoses Escalate

Opioid-related fatalities increased by 5,000 from 2014 to 2015, 
surpassing 30,000 total, the Washington Post reports. Heroin deaths 
in 2015 totaled 12,989, a year-over-year increase of more than 2,000 
cases, and outnumbered gun homicides, which totaled 12,979, 
according to new data from the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention. For the first time since at least the late 1990s, the 
newspaper reports, more deaths were due to heroin than to 

such painkillers as hydrocodone and oxycodone, a sign 
that, as state and federal governments have tightened 
restrictions on opioids, demand has increased on the 
illicit market. Congress recently directed $1 billion to 

opioid addiction treatment and prevention.
4
Coming Soon: 51st State?
“Live it up in Liberty!” Washington 
Representatives Matt Shea (R) and Bob 
McCaslin (R) are proposing to cut their 
state in two, with eastern Washington 
becoming the state of Liberty, KXLY-TV 
reports. “Since statehood, the lifestyles, 
culture and economies of eastern and 
western Washington have been very 
distinct and dramatically  different,” 
their bill states. While techy, service-
oriented Seattle and Olympia, the capital, 
drive the economy in the west, Spokane 
anchors the east with its roots in mining, 
forestry and agribusiness. Forming a new 
state could take years, and would have 
to be approved by the Legislature, then 
Congress. Since the early 19th century, at 
least 12 new states have been proposed, 
including South Alaska, South Florida, 
North Maine and Superior (Michigan’s 
Upper Peninsula).5

“I Do—But Later”
For some, it’s economic uncertainty, including the pressure of student loan debt. Others 
hope to get established in a career. But whatever the reason, millennials are delaying 
marriage, Pew’s Stateline reports. In all states and the District of Columbia, the share of 
people ages 20 to 34 who have never married has spiked since 2000. More than 70 percent 
of young people are single in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Rhode 
Island and Vermont. In 2000, Massachusetts and New York had the largest share—just 57 
percent. Utah is the only state where last year at 
least half of young people had been married. 
Thirty-nine states could make that claim 
in 2000.

3
Case for Bail
Criminal defendants who cannot prove they are 
in the U.S. legally can no longer be denied bail 
in Missouri, the Washington Post reports. In a 
case involving a man held on a felony charge of 
possessing a forged Social Security card, the state 
Supreme Court held that people have a right to 
be released on bail pending trial unless they face 
capital charges or are deemed a threat to others. 
The decision strikes down a Missouri law and could 
apply to anyone living in the U.S. illegally who 
faces charges in the state.
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8
Healthy in Hawaii
For the fifth consecutive year, Hawaii is the country’s 
healthiest state, according to the United Health 
Foundation’s annual “America’s Health Rankings” 
report. Hawaiians have relatively low rates of smoking, 
drinking, drug-related deaths and preventable 
hospitalizations; in addition, most graduate from high 
school and have health insurance. “Northeastern states 
generally rank among the healthiest overall,” the report 
says, while southeastern 
states generally have the 
“greatest challenges.” 
Nationwide, since 
the report began in 
1990, smoking is 
down 41 percent, 
and the percentage of 
people without health 
insurance is at a record 
low; meanwhile, obesity 
is up 157 percent.

10 Salon Secrets
A first-in-the-nation Illinois law 
requiring hairstylists to receive training 
in domestic violence support builds on 
the already close relationship many 
stylists have with their clients. The law 
does not make hairdressers legally 
responsible for reporting abuse; 
rather, it ensures they will be 
trained to spot warning signs, 
offer verbal support and refer 
clients to crisis groups. “For 
an abused woman, the salon 
may be an ideal environment 
to seek out help because 
it may be one of the few 
places she is allowed to go 
without her abuser,” says the 
Professional Beauty Association, 
which supported the bill and has 
offered a similar training program 
called Cut It Out since 2003.

7
Beehive Gets Bigger
Things are buzzing in the Beehive State. 
Utah’s population topped 3 million last 
year, making it the nation’s fastest-growing 
state, the U.S. Census Bureau reports. 

After Utah, the growth-leading states from 
July 1, 2015, to July 1, 2016, were Nevada, 

Idaho, Florida and Washington. Roughly 38 
percent of the nation’s population now lives in the South, and 24 percent 
lives in the West. North Dakota, the growth leader for the last four years, 
slipped out of the top 10 as energy production slowed and the state saw 
a net outflow of migrants. Nationally, the U.S. population grew by 0.7 
percent to 323.1 million.

6 Court Mum on Web Tax
By declining to hear an industry group’s 

challenge, the U.S. Supreme Court let 
stand Colorado’s “Amazon tax” law, 
the Denver Post reports. The law, 
nicknamed for the online retailer, 
pressures but does not require out-
of-state retailers to collect sales 
tax from residents making online 
purchases. If sellers don’t collect, 
they must later remind residents they 
owe taxes to the state. The decision 
pleased advocates for brick-and-

mortar retailers, which are required to collect 
sales tax, but left the Data & Marketing Association 

“disappointed,” according to a statement. Other states, 
including Louisiana and Vermont, are considering online 
sales tax legislation. Amazon has collected sales tax from 
Coloradans for about a year. 

Idaho
Montana
Missouri

Mississippi
Utah

Wisconsin
Wyoming
Indiana

Colorado
Alaska

9
Free-Market Health Care
The Healthcare Openness and Access Project, created by 
the free-market-oriented Mercatus Center at George Mason 
University, ranks states in 10 broad categories of health-
care delivery. The goal is to provide state-by-state measures 
addressing the question, “How open are each state’s laws and 
regulations to institutional variation in the delivery of care, and 
how much access to varying modes of care does this confer on 
the state’s patients and providers?” HOAP ranks states based on 
the business models they allow, medical liability and provider 
regulation, among other topics. These are the top 10 states, in 
order, for overall access to health care, according to HOAP: 
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How can we afford 

to fix our aging 

highways and 

bridges? 

BY SCOTT RODD

I
n late October, before a restless crowd in 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, then-candidate 
Donald Trump laid out the closing 
argument of his campaign.

“What follows is my 100-day action plan to 
make America great again,” he declared, enu-
merating legislative and executive actions that 
were punctuated by applause from the crowd. 

His agenda rested on the familiar pillars 
of his campaign—building a wall along the 
U.S.-Mexico border, renegotiating trade deals 
and repealing the Affordable Care Act. It also 
touched on his ambitious infrastructure pro-
posal, the “American Energy and Infrastruc-
ture Act.”

“[The plan] leverages public-private part-
nerships, and private investments through tax 
incentives, to spur $1 trillion in infrastructure 
investment over 10 years,” Trump said. “Our 
infrastructure is in such trouble … we will fix 
that.”

The following week, two of Trump’s cam-
paign advisers published a white paper provid-
ing additional details on the trillion-dollar plan. 
The paper largely focused on tax breaks for 
private investors who put their money toward 
infrastructure projects. The term “public-private 
partnerships,” however, appeared only twice.

Broadly speaking, public-private partner-
ships, known as P3s, are agreements in which a 
private-sector party provides a service that is tra-
ditionally delivered by a public agency. In terms 
of infrastructure, a private partner typically 
assumes significant responsibility and risk over a 
project’s design, construction or operation.

As the Trump administration hammers out 
the fine print of its proposal, it may find willing 
partners at the state level, as legislatures across 
the country show increased interest in P3s. Pri-
vate investors and infrastructure associations 
also appear excited about the prospect.

“We don’t know the exact contours of the 
plan, or the exact emphasis he’s going to put 
on P3s,” says Pat Jones, CEO of the Interna-
tional Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Associ-
ation. “[But] the very fact that he’s speaking 
about it raises the level of debate and allows 
a lot of players that have been standing on the 
sidelines to come to the fore.”

Public-private partnerships, however, have 
been responsible for only a small number of 
infrastructure projects in the last three decades. 
Less than 1 percent of spending on highways 
nationwide, for example, came from P3s in the 
last 25 years, and a number of these highway 
projects hit stumbling blocks.

As Trump pushes for private funding to 

INFRASTRUCTURE

A Rocky Road
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support his $1 trillion infrastructure plan, 
the exact role—and effectiveness—of P3s 
in a large-scale, nationwide infrastructure 
plan remains unclear.

Enthusiasm in the States
States are ready to use P3s to finance 

transportation projects that typically have 
been underwritten by federal, state and 
local governments. In March, Kentucky 
became the 34th state to authorize the use 
of P3s. In June, New Hampshire became 
the 35th.

Governments also are turning to P3s for 
infrastructure projects that have nothing to 
do with roads and bridges. In November, 
Mayor Muriel Bowser (D) of Washington, 
D.C., announced the creation of the Office 
of Public-Private Partnerships to promote 
private investment in infrastructure proj-
ects across the District. The office plans to 
lead the construction of a new jail, a reno-

vation of police headquarters and a mod-
ernization of the city’s streetlight system. 

A key benefit of P3s comes from “lever-
aging the private sector’s expertise and 
resources,” the National Conference of 
State Legislatures said in a January 2016 
report.

Proponents of P3s argue that compe-
tition within the private sector promotes 
innovative and cost-effective solutions, 
which often evade public agencies. Pri-
vate-sector partners also assume a por-
tion of the risk, which means taxpayers do 
not solely bear the burden if a project is 
delayed or derailed. Both prospects appeal 
to governors and mayors grappling with 
tight budgets and shrinking tax revenue to 
finance big public works projects.

“A solid, modern and safe transporta-
tion infrastructure is critical to the success 
of our people and businesses,” Governor 
Maggie Hassan (D) of New Hampshire 

said in signing a bill designed to attract 
private investment in transportation infra-
structure in her state. “Public-private part-
nerships can play an important role in 
advancing our transportation goals.”

And the laws, which hold out the 
expectation that roads and bridges will be 
repaired and jobs will be created to do the 
work, can spark enthusiasm from the pri-
vate sector.

After Kentucky passed its law, Dave 
Adkisson, CEO of the Kentucky Cham-
ber of Commerce, wrote, “The legislature 
sent a strong signal to Kentucky’s business 
community, local governments, contrac-
tors and workforce that Kentucky is open 
for business and serious about forging 
ahead to provide needed infrastructure.”

Return on Investment
Turning to private investors to finance 

public works isn’t free money. Investors 

INFRASTRUCTURE
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expect to be paid back and earn a profit on 
their investment.

“In the highway community,” says Jones 
of the tunnel and turnpike association, “pri-
vate investment means toll roads.”

Tolls often enable investors to generate 
revenue and keep projects as close to reve-
nue-neutral as possible.

But critics point out the perils of P3s rely-
ing too heavily on tolls and other user fees 
to generate revenue. Many private investors, 
for example, push for noncompete clauses 
that limit or ban the development and main-
tenance of surrounding projects.

The noncompete clauses are designed to 
assuage investors who fear the construction 
of similar public projects might cut into 
their revenue. But Kevin DeGood, director 
of infrastructure policy at the left-leaning 
Center for American Progress think tank, 
says they can tie the hands of public offi-
cials who may want to construct something 
for the common good.

Some states have considered legislation 
that would prohibit noncompete clauses in 

public-private partnerships. A bill before 
the Michigan Legislature, for example, 
would ban such clauses in P3 agreements.

And P3s may not work everywhere. For 
example, investors may ignore projects 
planned for less-populated areas if traf-
fic on their roadways would not generate 
enough toll revenue.

“If I was a private toll-road operator,” 
Jones acknowledges, “I don’t think I’d 
want to build a toll road in North Dakota 
or Wyoming, because I’m not likely to get 
a return on my investment.”

Thirty-six highway projects in the last 25 
years have relied on P3s, and many of them 
were funded at least in part through tolls, 
the Congressional Budget Office reported 
in 2015. Although many of the projects 
were completed successfully, the report 
identified risks associated with those that 
depended too heavily on tolls.

“Some of the projects that have been 
financed through tolls have failed finan-
cially because the private-sector partners 
initially overestimated their revenues,” 

the report said. These private partners, as 
a result, were “unable to fully repay their 
projects’ debts.”

The Capital Beltway HOT (high-occu-
pancy toll) Lane project in Virginia is an 
example of a promising P3 that relied heav-
ily on tolls whose revenue ultimately could 
not cover the project’s debt obligations.

In 2007, a private consortium reached a 
deal with the state of Virginia to build HOT 
lanes on a 14-mile stretch of the Capital 
Beltway, long considered one of the nation’s 
most congested highways. The project 
increased the number of lanes on the high-
way and charged tolls in HOT lanes based 
on the level of traffic congestion.

In exchange for financing more than two-
thirds of the $1.4 billion project, the private 
partners would collect toll revenue for the 
next 80 years. Construction was completed 
in late 2012, slightly ahead of schedule, but 
traffic in the HOT lanes was initially lower 
than projected. As a result, Transurban, the 
company responsible for processing tolls 
and violations, faced a deficit totaling hun-

INFRASTRUCTURE
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dreds of millions of dollars.
Following the lower-than-expected rev-

enue, Transurban began charging excessive 
penalties for motorists who failed to pay 
toll fees, which resulted in a class-action 
lawsuit against the company.

According to court documents, Trans-
urban allegedly pursued one plaintiff for 
$9,440.90 for 10 purported toll violations 
totaling approximately $20. Another plain-
tiff, despite having a positive balance on his 
EZ Pass account, received summonses for 
$15,000 for toll violations totaling $30.65.

The case was settled in March and guar-
anteed greater protection for motorists 
against harsh penalties and predatory collec-
tion practices by third-party toll processors.

According to Transurban, traffic and 
toll revenue have increased since the Cap-
ital Beltway lanes first opened. Virginia 
has since proposed expanding HOT lanes 
to I-95 and adding HOT lanes along I-395 
and I-66 in the crowded Washington, D.C., 
area around the Beltway.

Public Payback
User fees are not the only way to sup-

port public-private partnerships for infra-
structure projects. Another model is called 
“availability payment” agreements, in 
which a private investor takes on most of 
the debt for a project up front and the pub-
lic partner provides payments to the pri-

vate partner during and after construction 
of the project.

In Florida, for example, the Port of 
Miami Tunnel was constructed through 
such a partnership. The private partner 
assumed most of the financial burden up 
front and the state agreed to pay off the 
debt in milestone payments over the next 
several decades. The tunnel opened in 2014 
and was ahead of schedule.

But Randal O’Toole, senior fellow at 
the libertarian Cato Institute, says avail-
ability payment P3s can exacerbate a 
state’s debt problems while simultaneously 
hiding them.

“I think most availability payment sys-
tems are ways for [government agencies] 
to get around their debt limit,” O’Toole 
says. “If a private partner borrows a billion 
dollars … the debt doesn’t show up on the 
public agency’s ledger, so it doesn’t have to 
worry about exceeding its debt limit.”

In its 2015 report, the Congressional 
Budget Office admonished such practices 
and advocated for government agencies 
to strive to be as transparent as possible 
about all of their debts.

“An investment that is essentially gov-
ernmental,” the report said, “should be 
shown in the budget whether it is financed 
directly by the [agency] or indirectly by a 
third party that is borrowing on behalf of 
the government.”

Which Way Will Trump Go?
Transportation analysts remain split 

over which P3 model Trump’s ambitious 
infrastructure plan will favor—partner-
ships with revenue generated from user fees 
such as tolls, or partnerships that rely on 
availability payments.

O’Toole says he thinks Trump will favor 
availability payment partnerships. Robert 
Poole, director of transportation policy at 
the libertarian Reason Foundation, says 
he thinks the president will opt for partner-
ships that rely on user fees.

Public-private partnerships under 
Trump’s plan may combine both models, 
but that still may not cover the costs of 
some major infrastructure projects.

“You probably can’t satisfy all of 
[Trump’s $1 trillion plan] with private 
investment,” says Jones of the tunnel and 
turnpike association. “I think it’s going to 
have to be a combination of private infra-
structure spending and federal spending.”

Loans under the federal Transportation 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation 
Act are commonly used to help finance 
P3 transportation projects. TIFIA loans, 
as they’re known, are often used to “fill in 
the gap,” Jones says, and help partnerships 
reach their funding needs—though it’s pos-
sible the loans could finance up to 80 per-
cent of a project.

Trump also hasn’t ruled out creating a 
national infrastructure bank, which would 
provide seed money for infrastructure proj-
ects and partnerships around the country.

One of Trump’s biggest hurdles, though, 
may be convincing members of Congress 
to support his plan. Infrastructure has long 
been considered an issue with bipartisan 
support, but some lawmakers, including 
Republicans, are skeptical.

At the Washington Ideas Forum in Sep-
tember, U.S. House Speaker Paul Ryan (R) 
of Wisconsin laughed at the suggestion that 
he would help Trump pass an infrastructure 
proposal totaling $550 billion or more.

Trump asserts his plan will be reve-
nue-neutral, but some deficit hawks aren’t 
buying it. In November, U.S. Represen-
tative Raul Labrador (R) of Idaho told 
The Associated Press, “We are not going 
to vote for anything that increases the 
national debt.”

INFRASTRUCTURE
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Legislators bring a 

variety of interesting 

experiences to their 

statehouse jobs.

BY DURANYA 

FREEMAN

P
olitical science majors, 
attorneys, business owners, 
town commissioners and 
organization leaders … for 

many, the road to the state capitol 
is a linear one. Some have had an 
interest in politics since way before 
they ran for office. A few may even 
have begun their journeys during 
student council elections in middle 
school.

Yet for others, interest in gov-
ernment came years, if not decades, 
after their first field trip to the cap-
itol. These legislators took more  
unusual routes to the statehouse. 
And those experiences have influ-
enced their priorities in their legisla-
tive work. Just like their peers, they 
have worked their way into public 
office because they care about the 
people in their district, state and 
country. But how they got there and 
why, may surprise you. 

BACK STORIES
LEGISLATORS
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LEGISLATORS

W
hen you hear Oklahoma 
Senator Ervin Yen speak, 
you may be surprised by his 
strong Okie accent. Many 

people are startled, he says with a chuckle, 
not just by his accent but by the fact that 
he is so definitively Oklahoman. Yen is a 
doctor, an immigrant and the first Asian-
American in the Oklahoma Legislature, 
but, he says firmly, “I see myself as an 
Oklahoman first.”

Fearing a communist takeover, his fam-
ily moved from Taiwan to Oklahoma City 
when Yen was 4 years old. Five years later, 
he and his family became naturalized citi-
zens. Both his parents worked, but he was 
especially inspired by his mother, a lab 
technician who frequently took him to her 
office, sparking his interest in medicine. He 
worked to put himself through the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma and has been a cardiac 
and general anesthesiologist since 1984.

Yen’s interest in state government grew 
from his frustrations with the state and 
federal health care systems. “I wanted to 
be in the chamber when there were health 
care issues being discussed to give senators 
the ramifications,” he says. “This country 
needs physicians who know the health care 
system to deal with health care issues.”

One of his role models has been Dr. 
Tom Coburn, a former U.S. senator from 
Oklahoma, an obstetrician by training and, 
like Yen, a conservative. 

Yen, whose only “political” experience 
had been in the State Society of Anesthesi-
ologists, decided to run for an open Senate 
seat in 2014 and won. It was a challenging 
task, working at the hospital until 3 in the 
afternoon, then knocking on doors until 
sundown. But it was worth it, he says, to 
ensure that “my children and grandchil-
dren will have the same shot at the Ameri-
can dream” he had.

Yen says his biggest challenge in the 
Legislature is occasionally butting heads 
with fellow senators. He is passionate 
about health care issues, particularly vac-

cination. Last session, he proposed legis-
lation requiring children to be vaccinated 
according to the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention recommendations, 
allowing for medical exceptions. It failed in 
committee. “Currently in Oklahoma,” Yen 
says, “you can be exempted by your par-
ents signing a form for a personal or reli-
gious reason. For many parents it’s easier 
to sign a form than get a vaccine.” 

“I believe that as a parent, you are not 
your child’s primary health care provider,” 
he says. “Even as a doctor, I am not my chil-
dren’s primary health care provider. I listen to 

what their pediatrician says. Barring allergies 
or other medical reasons, parents shouldn’t 
be able to prevent their child from being vac-
cinated.” He adds that he is thinking of intro-
ducing similar legislation this year.

Yen is equally passionate about Okla-
homa. “I’m an Oklahoman first,” he says. 
“When I decided to run, I never thought of 
myself as becoming the first Asian-Ameri-
can lawmaker in Oklahoma. However, the 
Asian community has been wonderful, and 
I was given the Asian of the Year Award 
for getting elected.”

 Would he want to live anywhere else? 
Perhaps the San Francisco Bay Area, he 
says, where his wife’s relatives live, or New 
York City, where “there’s lots of things to 
do and many good restaurants—I am a big 
eater.” However, he says with a smile, “Both 
places I think are far too liberal for me.”

Oklahoma Senator Ervin Yen
From Taiwan to Politics

“This country needs physicians who know 
the health care system to deal with health 

care issues.”

Oklahoma Senator Ervin Yen
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M
aryland Delegate Cory McCray 
is one of the youngest members 
of the Maryland legislature, 
and his route there was circu-

itous.
He grew up in a rough neighborhood 

in Baltimore, where the temptation to 
get sucked into the vicious cycle of gangs 
and the black market was extremely high. 
McCray says he fell victim to the chal-
lenges he encountered every day, and was 
jailed several times as a youth for selling 
narcotics and illegal weapons.

Once out, with the help of his mother, 

McCray got a five-year apprenticeship with 
the International Industry of Electrical 
Workers, which “saved his life.” It got him 
out of his neighborhood and paid for his 
education at community college. Today, 
he’s a union organizer with an interest in 
business and community development.

“My wife grew up in the same neighbor-
hood,” McCray says. “But she had disci-
pline. She went home every day and did her 
homework. To me, she’s a shining star even 
when I’m going in the wrong direction.”

McCray bought his first house at age 20, 
then bought seven more. He learned that 

politics is behind every decision, including 
real estate. And his interest in politics grew. 

“I’m an entrepreneur, I know business,” 
he says. “I could tell that policies in Balti-
more weren’t changing. I needed to create 
a platform, a blueprint to be elected. I had 
to show people that the large and small pic-
tures are equally as important. I think that 
all groups have to be represented. Race, 
ethnicity and age gap barriers have to be 
broken. People need to see people that look 
like themselves making the decisions.”

In 2014, McCray successfully ran for 
the General Assembly and immediately 
sponsored a bill to give 40,000 ex-felons 
in the state the right to vote. He says his 
own experience heavily influenced the deci-
sion to create the bill. “I was one of those 
people who didn’t understand the role pol-
itics played in everything,” he says. “Peo-
ple don’t always learn that by 18, but you 
should have the right to vote.

 “My bill was very controversial, but it’s 
important to be able to choose who your 
representative is.” The bill passed and was 
vetoed by the governor, but the legislature 
overrode the veto and the bill became law.

McCray says that, although represent-
ing Baltimore is a difficult task, he wakes 
up “every day with an optimistic attitude. 
I believe relationships are everything. You 
must dig deep into understanding who your 
colleagues are and what they care about.”

 McCray looks to Reggie F. Lewis, 
the first African-American billionaire, as 
one of his biggest role models, marveling 
at how much he accomplished in such a 
short time. “I also like reading about good 
leaders and what it takes to exhibit those 
skills,” he says, citing Presidents Lyndon 
B. Johnson, Abraham Lincoln and FDR as 
key examples.

McCray continues to impress upon peo-
ple that anything is possible. His message 
for the younger generation is this: “Even if 
you face challenges as a youth, you can be 
whatever you want to be. The past doesn’t 
dictate where you go in the future. Create 
your own opportunities and kick the door 
open. Be the best person that you can be, 
and don’t contribute to that vicious cycle. I 
want people to remember those challenging 
neighborhoods, like I did, and help them 
grow.”

Maryland Delegate Cory McCray
Finding the Keys to a Broken System

“People need to see people that look like 
themselves making the decisions.”

Maryland Delegate Cory McCray
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C
athy Giessel grew up in a prag-
matic family. At the end of high 
school in Fairbanks, Alaska, she 
interned with U.S. Senator Ted 

Stevens, who at the time was the chamber’s 
longest serving Republican. “When I started 
expressing an interest in politics,” Giessel 
says with a laugh, “my mother said to me, 
‘Do something practical. They’ll always need 
nurses.’ So I did end up going to nursing 
school, but then I returned to politics.”

An accomplished nurse once named 
an “Exceptional Leader” by the National 
Council of State Boards of Nursing, Gies-
sel didn’t jump right on the health com-
mittee when she was elected to the Alaska 
Senate. She wanted to develop expertise on 
other issues so she could be a voice on top-
ics other than health. 

Giessel earned her registered nurse 
license in 1974 and her board certification 
in 2000. She knows firsthand the challenges 
Alaska faces due to its size and rural geog-
raphy. “If you cut Alaska in half, Texas 
would still be the third-largest state,” she 
says. “In rural Alaska, there are no clinics. 
The only health-care professional teenagers 
and junior high students would see was me, 
a nurse, unless their parents got on a plane 
and went to a hub community in the area. 
So I was doing sports physicals and screen-
ing kids for things that might not otherwise 
get picked up.”

Giessel says she believes “public service 
is an act that everyone should engage in,” 
and that everything is inherently political. 
In 2010, she ran for office and won.

With experience in health and politics, 
Giessel, who chairs the Senate Resources 
Committee, says both fields involve solving 
problems and expanding opportunities.

“Alaska is a resources-extraction state, 
and very focused on fishing, along with 
having over a hundred years of mining 
opportunities,” she says. “As a nurse, I 
care about these issues, because resources 
provide jobs in areas of the state where 
there are no job opportunities, and this 

is where you see the most problems with 
abuse, both domestic and substance. A 
good-paying job is the best social program 
we can offer. Health affects everything—
the ability to work, relationships with fam-
ily members and community members. It is 
very far-reaching.”

Alaska’s sheer size makes balancing the 
jobs of legislator and nurse difficult. “Just 
like every state, Alaska requires clinical prac-
tice hours and continued education,” she 
says. “I also hold a national certification, 
which has a bit of a higher bar in terms of 
necessary criteria to maintain my license. 
Since my hometown of Anchorage is 90 min-

utes by jet from Juneau, I can’t go home on 
the weekends very readily. So my best oppor-
tunity to get hours is during the  interim.”

Alaska is a “fantastic” place to live, 
Giessel says, and she wouldn’t change her 
life path if she could. She says courage is an 
essential trait, one she admires in Condo-
leezza Rice. “When you step into this role, 
you have to be OK with the fact that not 
everyone is going to like you. You have to 
have the courage to listen to criticism and 
continually evaluate the possibility that 
you’re wrong—and if you believe that you 
are right, you have to have the courage to 
stand up for what you believe in.”

LEGISLATORS

Alaska Senator Cathy Giessel
Solving Problems, Expanding Opportunities

“A good-paying job is the best social 
program we can offer.”

Alaska Senator Cathy Giessel
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Budget Update
The outlook for state budgets is 

largely stable for 2017.

BY ERICA MACKELLAR

S
tate revenues are expected to grow a modest 2.9 percent 
in FY 2017 as states continue their long climb out of the 
Great Recession, according to the nation’s legislative fiscal 
officers. But the good news is that the outlook for state 

budgets is largely stable for the remainder of the year. 
Revenues are on target in more than half the states and D.C., 

and six states expect to exceed their revenue expectations. Idaho, for 
example, is experiencing greater than anticipated revenue growth. 
Utah is fiscally strong. And Minnesota has $1.9 billion in reserve. 

But the forecast is less encouraging in 19 states where revenues 
were coming in slower than originally expected. Some may now face 
the prospect of shortfalls before the close of the fiscal year.

Personal income tax collections are mixed: on target in a third of 
states, below estimate in a third and above forecast in the remainder. 

Sales and use taxes are particularly lackluster, and legislative 
fiscal officers wonder if changing demographics and generational 
preferences may be the causes of slow sales tax growth and volatility. 
And the corporate income tax, notoriously unpredictable, is lower 
than anticipated in 20 states. Low oil prices have slashed severance 
tax revenue in at least 10 states. It’s particularly tough in Alaska 
where oil revenues account for nearly 90 percent of all the state’s tax 
money. Lawmakers there will face some hard budget choices this 
session.

Medicaid spending growth, unsurprisingly, is compounding the 
problem of slow revenue growth. It remains one of the costliest bud-
get lines and regularly sees the greatest year-over-year growth rate 
of any of the major program areas. At the end of 2016, Medicaid 
was coming in over budget in 10 states. Low agriculture commodity 
prices also have contributed to lower than anticipated state revenues 
across some states in the Midwest. And many states are seeing slug-
gish revenue growth as a threat to state spending priorities. 

What does it all mean for 2017 legislative agendas? Several issues 
are weighing heavily on the minds of state lawmakers. Many will 
be looking for money to maintain roads and bridges. Alaska may 
debate the need for additional taxes to bridge its shortfall. Property 
tax relief—a legislative priority since 2009—is likely to come up 
this session in North Dakota. At least seven states may tackle state 
retirement systems, pension obligations and retiree health care costs. 
Tax reform debates are another likelihood.

No doubt the challenges facing states in 2017 and beyond are big. 
Continuing spending pressures countered by slow revenue growth 
could make for a difficult future.

Erica MacKellar is a policy associate in NCSL’s Fiscal Affairs Program.

TRENDS

Personal Income Tax Collections
FY 2017

 Number of states above estimate
 On target
 Below estimate
 Not levied
 Not available

General Sales and Use Tax 
Collections FY 2017

 Number of states above estimate
 On target
 Below estimate
 Not levied
 Not available

Corporate Income Tax Collections
FY 2017

 Number of states above estimate
 On target
 Below estimate
 Not levied
 Not available

Revenue Outlook for FY 2017

 Number of states unlikely to 
    meet forecast

 Expected to meet forecast
 Likely to exceed forecast
 Not available
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 Oil, ore, metals, gems
 Vehicles
 Aircraft
 High tech
 Medical products
 Food supplies                                          

G
lobal trade is a give and take. The U.S. produced and exported goods and services 
valued at $2.2 trillion in 2015, the U.S. Census Bureau reports, but imported 
goods and services worth $2.8 trillion. The result was a trade deficit of more than 
$530 billion.

It’s the imbalance of trade in goods alone, however, that drives the deficit. As a service 
exporter—of banking and investment advice, for example—the U.S. is a powerhouse, 
enjoying a trade surplus of $227.4 billion in that category in 2015.

While Congress and the administration debate the merits of current and future trade 
agreements, states will continue their giving and taking. Here’s a snapshot of states’ top 
manufactured exports.                                                                                  —Kevin Frazzini

The Ins and Outs of Exports
STATESTATS

BY THE NUMBERS

2015 U.S. 
Trade 

Highlights

$365.7 billion
Deficit with China, 

highest on record

$153.3 billion 
Deficit with the 

European Union, 

highest on record

$74.2 billion 
Deficit with 

Germany, highest on 

record

$37.4 billion 
Surplus with South 

and Central America, 

highest on record

2.7 billion 
Quantity in barrels 

of crude oil imports, 

lowest since 1993 

(2.5 billion barrels)

$47.26
Import average price 

per barrel of crude 

oil, lowest since 

2005 ($46.81)

Source: 

U.S. Census Bureau

What the World Is Buying
Top 10 U.S. goods exports ranked by value, 

in billions of dollars in 2015

Machines, engines, pumps: $205.8

Electronic equipment: $169.8

Aircraft, spacecraft: $131.1 

Vehicles: $127.1 

Oil: $106.1 

Medical, technical equipment: $83.4 

Plastics: $60.3 

Gems, precious metals, coins: $58.7 

Pharmaceuticals: $47.3 

Organic chemicals: $38.8 

        Source: U.S. Census Bureau

The Goods
Each state’s top goods 

export and its value, or 

total selling price, in 

millions of dollars.

Alabama Small car $3,143 

Alaska Zinc $898 

Arizona Aircraft $2,968 

Arkansas Aircraft $791 

California Aircraft  ,786 

Colorado Microchips $373 

Connecticut  Aircraft  $6,504 

Delaware Drugs $1,300 

Florida Aircraft $4,746 

Georgia Aircraft $6,210 

Hawaii Aircraft parts $516 

Idaho Memorychips $798 

Illinois Light oils $2,648 

Indiana  Drugs  $4,446 

Iowa  Corn  $966 

Kansas  Aircraft  $2,037 

Kentucky  Aircraft  $8,677 

Louisiana  Refined oil  $12,021 

Maine  Lobsters  $331 

Maryland  Large cars  $810 

Massachusetts  Medical tools  $1,052 

Michigan  Trucks  $3,990 

Minnesota  Needles/catheters  $864 

Mississippi  Refined oil  $2,381 

Missouri  Trucks  $1,156 

Montana  Copper oxides  $148 

Nebraska  Beef  $488 

Nevada  Gold  $3,941 

New Hampshire   Cell phones  $288 

New Jersey  Refined oils  $1,245 

New Mexico  Processor chips  $1,084 

New York  Diamonds  $12,656 

North Carolina  Aircraft  $1,266 

North Dakota  Crude oil  $1,202 

Ohio  Aircraft  $4,969 

Oklahoma  Aircraft  $427 

Oregon  Processor chips  $5,410 

Pennsylvania  Coal  $1,304 

Rhode Island  Scrap gold  $179 

South Carolina  Small cars $4,301 

South Dakota  Brewing dregs  $96 

Tennessee  Medical tools  $2,223 

Texas  Refined oil  $23,925 

Utah  Gold  $5,118

Vermont  Processor chips  $1,025 

Virginia  Memory chips  $717 

Washington  Aircraft  $51,149 

West Virginia  Coal  $1,722 

Wisconsin  Organic chemicals  $421 

Wyoming  Soda ash  $834 

Note: Values are preliminary.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 

2015 data
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States’ Top Manufactured Exports

Top Destinations for States’ Goods
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Ethan Wilson is a policy specialist in the Center for Ethics 

in Government at NCSL.

How Do You Avoid 

Conflicts of Interest?

D
o you have any conflicts of 
interest? Are all conflicts treated 
the same? To what “class” 
of interested persons do you 

belong?  Practically all elected officials 
will have to answer these questions at 
some point in their public career. And, 
even though the laws vary by state, are 
not always clear and may not capture 
all the possible conflicts and exceptions, 
there are some universal principles to 
know and follow. 

What is a conflict of interest? At the heart 
of most conflicts lies an actual or perceived 
financial or economic interest. It may 
be a personal stake in a business, in real 
estate or in securities. It doesn’t necessarily 
have to be direct. It can arise when 
family members, friends and other close 
relationships are implicated. The conflict 
occurs when you introduce, support or 

vote on legislation that could benefit 
any of your financial interests. In order 
to avoid conflicts of interest, you must 
be acutely aware, not only of your own 
personal interests, but also of those 
of your closest friends and relatives.

Are all conflicts of interest treated the 

same? Well, yes, no, maybe so. People run 
into conflicts of interest every day, in their 
personal, business and, for legislators, 
public lives. Some, of course, are more 
serious than others. Conflicts in the 
legislative arena, however, should not 
be taken lightly. They should be avoided 
by viewing possible problems through 
a highly magnified, crystal clear lens. 
Lawmakers should be hyper-diligent when 
introducing, supporting and voting on 
legislation that has any chance of being 
viewed as self-serving. Not all conflicts of 
interest are obvious, but for legislators, all 
those that are will be easy targets. Even if 
your motivations are not self-serving, the 
mere appearance of impropriety can be 
just as damaging to your reputation.

What if I belong to a group of people who 

would all be affected by the legislation? 

This is a question that often vexes 

legislators. When is a class, or group, 
of similarly affected individuals large 
enough to effectively dilute the effects of 
a conflict of interest? For example, if a 
legislator is also a teacher, it is expected 
that this twice public servant will support 
and vote on education policy. The same 
is true for doctors with health care policy 
and farmers with agricultural issues. Does 
it matter if the lawmaker is one of 10,000 
farmers voting on pesticide control issues 
or one of only 10 almond farmers voting 
on nut regulations? It’s easy to see how 
this “class” theory of conflicts of interest 
is can be problematic and subjective. The 
best advice if you find yourself asking 
this question is: If you have to ask, a 
conflict probably exists. Move forward 
with caution; the path ahead is dubious 
at best.

Legislators are constantly balancing 
personal and public interests. Be prepared 
to navigate some very muddy waters. Know 
your state laws. Have a plan of action for 
when conflicts arise. Seek counsel if need 
be. When the law is not clear, consider the 
ideas discussed above.

And when all else fails, remember: If 
it looks like a duck, walks like a duck and 
quacks like a duck, it’s probably a duck. 

YES, NO, MAYBE SO

ETHICS 101
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Daniel T. Blue Jr.
North Carolina Senate Minority Leader and NCSL President

D
aniel Blue grew up in his parents’ four-room farmhouse in 

Robeson County, North Carolina, where he learned the values 

of hard work, faith and education. He graduated from North 

Carolina Central University and the Duke University 

School of Law. Blue was elected to the North Carolina House in 

1980, and became speaker in 1991. In 2002, he ran for the U.S. 

Senate but was defeated. He returned to the House in 2006 

and was selected to fill a Senate vacancy in 2009. Blue served as 

NCSL president in 1998-99 and has returned for a second term.

What are your priorities for NCSL? To ensure we solicit 

and encourage the participation of legislative leaders 

from all 99 chambers and make sure the states have 

a sufficient role in the national discussion as federal 

legislation and policies are being deliberated.

How has the legislative environment changed 

since you were last president of NCSL? It’s 

much more combative, and folks pick their sides. 

The environment has turned more Washington-

like, but I think state legislatures are moving away 

from that. Legislatures and legislative leaders 

appreciate the nonpartisan role that NCSL plays 

because of very good leadership over the last 15 

or 20 years. 

What does it take to be an effective leader? 

First, have some idea of what you want to 

accomplish, but more important, understand 

what your members want to accomplish. They 

have to know that you’re working constantly for 

their best interests.

How will scaling back the governor’s powers affect 

the state? The restrictions imposed on our incoming 

governor will undoubtedly make his job more difficult, 

and it hampers all three branches of government’s 

ability to operate effectively. Recent legislation not only 

removes some of the checks and balances within our 

state government, it also alters the makeup of our state 

boards—from the Board of Elections to the UNC Board of 

Governors. All of this serves to prevent a new administration 

from succeeding. We need to be working on behalf of the 

people of this state, not working against each other. 

When you were a kid, what did you want to be 

when you grew up? I grew up in the age of Sputnik, so 

I had great interest in a science career, whether it was 

astrophysics or even traveling to outer space. I got a degree 

in mathematics in college, but my interests expanded when 

I began debating issues with my fellow students. That’s how I ended up 

gravitating toward the law. 

What inspired you to run for office? Several things. I was active in high 

school and college in various organizations and student government.     

I had the great fortune when I got out of law school to go to work in a 

firm with the former governor of North Carolina, who at the time was 

president at Duke University, Terry Sanford. He went on to become 

a member of the United States Senate. The philosophy in that firm 

was that everybody had to participate in civic and political activities. 

And so when the opportunity presented itself, with great 

encouragement from a lot of people, I offered myself 

for elected office.

What were your pet issues? I came of age 

during one of the greatest protest periods in the 

country’s history. I was in college during the civil 

rights period, as the women’s rights movement 

really picked up steam and as the Vietnam War 

was winding down. So it was an awareness of 

contemporary issues and what role the political 

process played in the resolution of many of 

those issues. By the time I really got involved, I 

had children and developed a great interest in 

making sure that whatever public education was 

available was high quality. Those were the kinds 

of things that I was concerned about initially, and 

I find that they haven’t significantly changed. 

What books are on your nightstand? “Two 

Nations Indivisible.” It’s about the United States 

and Mexico and what lies ahead. That’s particularly 

important now, given some of the discussions in the 

last election. I’m also reading “Ebony and Ivy,” which 

talks about race, slavery and the history of America’s 

universities. I try to pick up something different every 

week that stirs me along one way or the other.

Any final words you’d like to share? I truly believe that 

NCSL is unequaled in what it does for state legislators 

and legislatures—the role that it plays in identifying what 

the states’ interests are, appreciating the constitutional 

recognition of states’ powers and obligations, and 

constantly reminding the federal government that states 

play a significant and unique role in this process. Being 

part of NCSL is an affirmation of what was recognized 

240 years ago when this nation was born—that in the 

scheme of things, a central government is critical. 

But, to experiment with different things, the states 

are absolutely essential. NCSL creates this unique 

opportunity for folks from different backgrounds—

geographically, philosophically, politically and 

every other way—to come together and have 

meaningful discourse.

THE FINAL WORD

Jane Carroll Andrade, a contributing editor to the magazine, 

conducted this interview, which has been edited for length. 
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Strong Voice
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